7. Verbs
7.1. Introduction
7.1.1. Voice, Mood, Tense, Person, Number
1. The inflection of the Verb is called its Conjugation.
2. Through its conjugation the Verb expresses Voice, Mood, Tense, Person and
Number.
3. The Voices are two: Active and Middle or Middle-Passive.
4. The Moods can be four: Indicative and Imperative are the oldest ones, while
Subjunctive and Optative, which are newer, are not common to all Europaio-derived
languages.
5. The General Tenses are three, viz.:
a. The Present
b. The Past or Preterite.
c. The Future.
6. The Aspects are two:
a. For continued, not completed action, the Present.
b. For completed action or the state derived from the action, the Perfect.
NOTE 1. The Aorist, meaning the completed action, is usually reconstructed as a third IE III
aspect. We don't know, however, if the Aorist ever existed as a common aspect, or if it was only more likely- a development of the Southern Dialects. The known fact is that there was a common
past formation, with different uses in the different dialects.
NOTE 2. The IE stem usually known as 'Aorist' (Imperfect in this grammar) merged with the
Imperfect in Baltoslavic, and further with the Perfect in Germanic, Latin, Italic, Celtic and
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Tocharian. This means in practice that the 'Aorist Stem' functioned at least as Imperfect in the
Northern Dialects (wether this is an innovation or not isn't relevant), and that the Aorist aspect is
(and possibly was) unknown to them. For the correct systematization of the Europaio, we choose
to avoid the controversy surrounding the Aorist and assign the traditional IE III 'Aorist Stem' to the
Europaio Imperfect Stem, thus following tradition (maintaining that stem), following the Northern
Dialects features (using it as an Imperfect) but also following a certainly old Present/Past-Stems
distinction (the merging of stems being probably an innovation of the Northern Dialects), and
trying to achieve unity by using the Present stem only for the Present, and the Past only for the
Imperfect.

7. There are four Verbal Stems we will deal with in this grammar:
I. The Present, which gives the Present, with primary Endings.
II. The Imperfect, always Past, with secondary Endings and sometimes Addition (a
mainly southern feature).
III. The Perfect, which can be Present and Past.
IV. The Future.
8. The Persons are three: First, Second, and Third.
9. The Numbers are two: Singular and Plural, and it is the only common class with the
name. It is marked very differently, though.
NOTE. The Dual, as in nouns, wether an innovation or an archaism of some IE languages, is not
systematized.
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7.1.2. Noun and Adjective Forms
1. The following Noun and Adjective forms are also included in the inflection of the
Europaio Verb:
a. The Infinitive and Verbal Nouns exist in Europaio, but there are no original prototypes,
as they were in older times nouns, which began to be inflected as verbs. The pure stems
of the verb (usually thematic, but for thematic roots of the first declension) are used for
the infinitives.
NOTE. It is common to most IE languages that a special case-form of the nouns (usually dative or
accusative) froze, thus entering the verbal inflection and becoming infinitives. This system cannot
be reproduced here, as no general pattern can be found, not even to a little group of Northern
proto-languages.

b. The Participles are old adjectives which, as the infinitives, were then included in the
verb inflection.
I. The oldest known is that of the Present, in -nt.
II. The Perfect, newer, has multiple endings, as -ues, -uos, -uet, -uot.
III. The Middle Participles, also new, end in -meno, -mono, -mno; and also some in -to,
-no, -lo, etc.
c. The Gerund and the Absolutive weren't general in IE III, as the infinitives. They
indicate possibility or necessity, and were formed differently.
2. The Participles are used as follows:
a. The Present Participle has commonly the same meaning and use as the English
participle in -ing: as wokant, calling; legent, reading.
b. The Perfect Participle has two uses:
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I. It is sometimes equivalent to the English perfect passive participle: as, tektos,
sheltered; adkeptos, accepted; and often has simply an adjective meaning: as,
adkeptos, acceptable.
II. It is used with the verb to be (es) to form the static passive: as (i) esti wokatos, (he) is
called.
c. The Gerundive is often used as an adjective implying obligation, necessity, or
propriety (ought or must): as, (i) audhiendhos esti, (he) must be heard.
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7.1.3. Voices
1. In grammar, Voice is the relationship between the action or state expressed by a verb
and its arguments. When the subject is the agent or actor of the verb, the verb is said to
be in the Active. When the subject is the patient or target of the action, it is said to be in
the Passive.
2. The Active and Middle (or Middle-Passive) Voices in Europaio generally correspond to
the active and passive in English; but
a. The Middle voice often has a reflexive meaning, it generally refers to an action whose
object is the subject, or an action in which the subject has an interest or a special
participation:
he turns (himself)
he puts on his (own) clothes.
b. The Middle-Passive (with Passive endings) is also used in dynamic or eventive
passives, as
I became born on July 20.
Someone paints the wall or the wall is being painted.
NOTE 1. The dynamic passive usually means that an action is done, while the static or stative
passive means that the action was done at a point in time, that it is already made. The last is
obtained in Europaio (as normally in Germanic, Latin and Baltoslavic) with a periphrasis, including
the verb es. Following the above examples:
I was born on July 20.
The wall is painted.
NOTE 2. The Passive Voice is an old Middle Voice, characteristic of Italic and Celtic. The
concepts underlying the modern Passives are, though, general to the Northern dialects (although
differently expressed), and therefore we have to be able to use it in modern Europaio. For the
stative passive the use of the verb to be (es in Europaio) is general, but dynamic passives have
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different forms in each language. Therefore, the middle was the best option keeping thus tradition
and unity. See §§ 7.2.2.; 7.2.7,3.

c. Some verbs are active, as, es, be, ed, eat or do, give
d. Many verbs are middle in form, but active or reflexive in meaning. These are called
Deponents: as, kei, lay; seq, follow.
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7.1.4. Moods
1. While IE II had possibly only Indicative and Imperative, a Subjunctive and an Optative
were added in the third stage, both used in the four Tenses. Not all IE III dialects,
however, developed the system with a subjunctive and an optative.
2. The Imperative is usually formed with a pure stem, adding sometimes adverbial or
pronominal elements.
2. Some common Subjunctive marks are the stem endings -a, -e, and -s, but it is more
usually formed with the opposition athematic / thematic or thematic / thematic-long vowel
for Indicative/Subjunctive pairs.
NOTE. There were, however, no stems reserved for the Subjunctive, as the systematizations that
are known to us happened after the great migrations, and until that time no general subjunctive
mark existed. In some dialects the subjunctive was not systematized at all, as in Baltoslavic, but
for the sake of unity a system has to be developed.

3. The Optative is different from the Subjunctive in that it has its own characteristic suffix,
reserved for it: -ie / -i; in thematic Tenses it is -oi, which is the same suffix added to the
theme vowel.
4. The Moods are used as follows:
a. The Indicative Mood is used for most direct assertions and interrogations.
b. The Subjunctive Mood has many idiomatic uses, as in commands, conditions, and
various dependent clauses. It is often translated by the English Indicative; frequently by
means of the auxiliaries may, might, would, should; sometimes by the (rare) Subjunctive;
sometimes by the Infinitive; and often by the Imperative, especially in prohibitions.
c. The Imperative is used for exhortation, entreaty, or command; but the Subjunctive
could be used instead:
d. The Infinitive is used chiefly as an indeclinable noun, as the subject or complement of
another verb. In special constructions it takes the place of the Indicative, and may be
translated by that mood in English.
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7.1.5. Tenses of the Finite Verb
1. The Tenses of the Indicative have, in general, the same meaning as the
corresponding tenses in English:
a. Of continued action,
I. Present: bhero, I bear, I am bearing, I do bear.
II. Imperfect: bhrom, I bore, I was bearing, I did bear.
III. Future: bhersomi, I shall bear.
b. Of completed action or the state derived from the action,
IV. Perfect: bhora, I have borne, I bore.
V. Past Perfect: bhorom, I had borne.
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7.2. Forms of the Verb
7.2.1. The Verbal Stems
1. The Forms of the verb may be referred to four basic Stems, called (1) the Present, (2)
the Imperfect, (3) the Perfect and (4) the Future.
NOTE. There are some forms characteristic of each stem, like the suffix -n or -ske/o, which give
generally Present stems. But others give different stems depending on their opposition to other
forms.

2. There are remains of monothematic verbs, like in the IE II; as in es, to be. And there
are also some traces of recent or even nonexistent mood oppositions. To obtain this
opposition there are not only reduplications, lengthenings and alternations, but also
vowel changes and accent shifts.
3. There are also some other verbs, not derived from root words, the Denominatives and
Deverbatives. The first are derived from nouns; as stroweio, strew, sprinkle, from strou,
structure; the last are derived from verbs, as, wedeio, inform, from weid, know, guard,
look after.
NOTE. It is not clear wether these Deverbatives (causatives, desideratives, intensives, iteratives,
etc) are actually derived or are old independent verbs added to other verbs, the one regarded as
basic.

5. Reduplication is another forming resort; it consists of the repetition of the root,
complete or abbreviated; as in quqlos, wheel.
6. The Stem Vowel has no meaning in itself, but it helps to form different stems, wether
thematic or semithematic (those which can be thematic and athematic), opposed to the
thematic ones. Thus, It can be used to oppose indicative athematic to subjunctive
thematic, present thematic to imperfect athematic, active to middle voice, etc.
Sometimes an accent shift helps to create a distinctive meaning.
7. Stems are inflected, as in the declension of nouns, with the help of lengthenings and
desinences.
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7.2.2. Verb-Endings
1. Every form of the finite verb is made up of two parts:
I. The Stem. This is either the root or a modification or development of it.
II. The Ending or desinence, consisting of:
a. the signs of Mood and Tense
b. the personal ending
Thus in the verb bher-se-ti, he will carry, the root is bher-, modified into the future verbstem bherse/o-, which by the addition of the personal (primary) ending -ti becomes
bherseti; and this ending consists of the (probably) tense-sign i and the personal ending
(-t) of the third person singular.
2. Verbal endings can thus define the verb Stem, Tense and Mood.
The primary series indicates present and future: -mi, -si, -ti, and plural -nti are the most
obvious. The secondary indicates Past: -m, -s, -t and -nt. The subjunctive and optative
are usually marked with the secondary endings, but in the subjunctive the primary
desinences appear sometimes. The imperative has Ø or special endings.
They can also mark the person: those above mark the first, second and third person
singular and third plural. And also, with theme vowels, the voice: -ti active prim./ -toi
middle prim./ -tor passive, and so on.
3. The Addition was used in the Southern dialects to mark the Past (or Preterite) Tense.
It was placed before the Stem, and consisted generally of a stressed e-, although some
variants exist, as e-. This is a southern dialectal feature (i.e., given mostly in i.-i., gr. and
arm.)
NOTE. It is therefore not used in this (mainly northern-based) Europaio.
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4. The Verb-endings, as they are formed by the signs for mood and tense combined with
personal endings, are organized in five series.
ACTIVE

SING.

PLUR.

MIDDLE - PASSIVE

Primary

Secondary

Primary

Secondary

PASSIVE

1.

-mi

-m

-(m)ai

-ma

-(m)ar

2.

-si

-s

-soi

-so

-sor

3.

-ti

-t

-toi

-to

-tor

1.

-mes/os

-me/o

-mesdha

-medha

-mosr/mor

2.

-the

-te

-dhe

-dhue

-dhuer

3.

-(e/o)nti

-(e/o)nt

-(e/o)ntoi

-(e/o)nto

-(e/o)ntor

NOTE. The Middle is easily reconstructed for the singular and the third person plural of the
secondary endings. For the primary endings there is no consensus in how they looked like. We
know 1) that the Southern dialects and the Anatolian had Middle primary endings in -i, and
second plural forms in medha [medhə], mesdha [mesdhə]; 2) that the Latin, Italic, Celtic and
Tocharian (as well as in Indo-Iranian and Anatolian, coexisting with the other, general endings)
had Middle primary endings in -r; 3) that therefore both endings coexisted already in the IE II; and
4) that the middle endings were used in the middle voice in Southern dialects, while in the
Northern ones they were sometimes used for the Passive. We therefore reserve the forms in -r
for the (dynamic) passive forms, and those in -i for the middle primary forms.

5. The Perfect endings are as follows:
PERFECT
SING.

PLUR.

1.

-a

2.

-tha

3.

-e

1.

-me

2.

-te

3.

-(e)r
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6. The Thematic and Athematic endings of Active, Middle and Passive are:
ACTIVE
Athematic

SING.

PLUR.

Thematic

Primary

Secondary

Primary

Secondary

1.

-mi

-m

-o, -omi

-om

2.

-si

-s

-esi

-es

3.

-ti

-t

-eti

-et

1.

-mes

-me

-omos

-omo

2.

-the

-te

-ethe

-ete

3.

-(e)nti

-(e)nt

-onti

-ont

MIDDLE
Athematic

SING.

PLUR.

Thematic

Primary

Secondary

Primary

Secondary

1.

-mai

-ma

-ai, -omai

-oma

2.

-soi

-so

-esoi

-eso

3.

-toi

-to

-etoi

-eto

1.

-mesdha

-medha

-omesdha

-omedha

2.

-dhe

-dhue

-edhe

-edhue

3.

-(e)ntoi

-(e)nto

-ontoi

-onto

PASSIVE

SING.

PLUR.
3.
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Athematic

Thematic

1.

-mar

-ar, -omar

2.

-sor

-esor

3.

-tor

-etor

1.

-mosr/-mor

-omosr/-omor

2.

-dhuer

-edhuer

-(e)ntor

-ontor

7. Verbs

a. The secondary endings are actually a negative term opposed to the primaries. They
can be opposed to the present or future of indicative. They can indicate indifference to
Tense and be used even in Present.
NOTE 1. It is generally accepted that the Secondary appeared first, and then an -i (or -r) was
added to them. By way of opposition, the older endings received a Preterite (or Past) value, and
became then secondary.
NOTE 2. Forms with secondary endings (or without distinction of time), but used without the Past
value, mainly with mood values, are called traditionally Injunctive, although this was never an
independent mood, but only a possibility in the use of the endings.

b. The Middle/Active Opposition is not always straightforward, as there are only-active or
only-middle verbs, or verbs with both voices in which there are no differences.
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7.2.3. The Thematic Vowel
1. Stem vowels are, as with the noun, the vowel endings of the Stem, especially when
they are derivatives. They are -i, -u, -a, -e (and also -o in Roots). But the most extended
thematic vowel, that which is called theme or thematic vowel, that which exists since IE II
and has overshadowed the (older) athematic stems is e/o/e/o. The thematization of
stems, so to speak, has relegated the athematic forms especially to the past and to the
perfect; most of the old athematics, even those in -a- and -e-, are usually extended with
thematics -ie- or -io-.
NOTE. The old thematics were usually remade, but there are some which resisted this trend; as
bhero, I bear, do, I give, or i!, go!

The theme vowel has sometimes a meaning, as with -e- and -a-, which can indicate
state. There are also some old specializations of meanings, based on oppositions:
a. Thematic stem against athematic:
- An Indicative athematic is opposed to a thematic Subjunctive. The contrary is rare.
- A thematic Present is opposed to an athematic Imperfect, and vice versa.
- Sometimes, the first person singular and plural and the third person plural are thematic,
and the rest are athematics.
- It can also be found in the Middle-Active voice opposition.
b. Thematic stem with variants:
- The first person, thematic in lengthened -o.
- Thematic o in the first person singular and plural and third person plural; e in second
and third person singular and second plural. There is also an archaic third person plural
in e, as in sent, they are.
c. Opposition of thematic stems.
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This is obtained with different vowel grades of the root and by the accent position.
2. In the semithematic inflection the athematic forms alternate with thematic ones.
NOTE. The semithematic is for some an innovation of the late IE III which didn't reach some of the
dialects; while for others it represents a situation in which the opposition thematic-athematic and
the accent shifts of an older system has been forgotten, leaving only some remains.
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7.2.4. Verb Creation
1. With Verb Creation we mean not only the way verbs are created from Nouns and
Verbs by adding suffixes, but also to the reduplication of the stems.
2. There are generally two kinds of suffixes: Root and Derivative; they are so classified
because they are primarily added to the Roots or to Derivatives of them. Almost every
suffix we have seen (like -u, -i, -n, -s, etc.) is a root suffix.
Derivative suffixes can be:
a. Denominatives, which help to create new verbs from a noun; as -ie/-io.
b. Deverbatives, those which help to create new verbs from other verbs; -ei- (and root
vocalism o), -i-, -s-, -sk-, -a-, -e- etc.
3. Reduplication is usual in many modern languages. It usually indicates intensity or
repetition in nouns, but in the Europaio verb system it has two different meanings:
a. A Deverbative, opposed to root verbs, generally in the Present, especially in
intensives; as, bherbher from bher, bear, or galgal, from gal, call; etc.
Note. It is doubtful wether these are remains of an old system based on the opposition
Root/Deverbative, prior to the more complicated developments in suffixes and endings; or, on the
contrary, it is the influence of the early noun derivations, in turn older than the verb system itself.

b. Essentially, though, reduplication has lost its old value and marks the different stems,
wether Present, Imperfect or Perfect. There are some rules in reduplication:
- In the Present, it can be combined with roots and accent; as, bhibher, gigno, etc.
- In the Perfect, it appears with root vocalism and special endings; as, bhebher-a,
gegno-tha, etc.
- Full reduplications (of intensives) are opposed to simple (of the Present, Imperfect and
Perfect), formed with an initial consonant and an i in the Present, or an e in the Perfect and sometimes the imperfect.
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- In other cases, reduplicated stems can be opposed, for example, to the Imperfect to
form Perfects or vice versa, or disambiguate other elements of the stem or ending.
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7.2.5. The Four Stems
1. The Four Stems
1. The Stems of the Present can be:
a. Roots: especially thematic, but also athematic and semithematic.
b. Reduplicated roots: especially athematic.
c. Consonantal stems: all thematic. They can end in occlusive, or -s and its
lengthenings (with or without morphological meaning), like -ske/o; as in prk-sko, ask for,
inquire, from zero-grade prek, ask.
d. In vowel: thematic in -i-, -u-, and athematic in -a, -e.
e. In nasal: athematic (especially in -neu / -nu, -na / -na) and thematic.
2. The Stems of the Imperfect are opposed to the present with certain suffixes:
a. Athematic Roots: opposed to root- and reduplicated-Presents.
b. Thematic Roots: opposed to athematic Presents.
c. Reduplicated Roots: thematic, opposed to athematic reduplicate Presents.
d. With -s and its lengthenings: thematic and athematic.
e. With -t and -k are rare, as lat. feci.
f. With -e, -a, -i, -u and its lengthenings.
3. The Stems of the Perfect end usually in -o or -o, reduplication (not general) with root
vowel e and some especial endings.
4. The Future Stems can be those of the Present, but the Europaio has created its own
future, generally with -s, wether thematic or athematic.
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NOTE. The future is thus also formed with the present in some situations, as in English I go to the
museum, which can mean I am going to the museum or I will go to the museum. The Present is,
thus, a simple way of creating (especially immediate) future sentences in most IE languages, as it
was already in IE III times.

5. To sum up, there are four inflected Stems, but each one has in turn five inflected
forms (Indicative, Imperative, Subjunctive, Optative and Participle), and one not inflected
(Infinitive). This inflection is obtained with desinences (included Ø) which indicate person,
time and voice. The person is thus combined with the other two.
NOTE. An example of the four stems are, for leiq, leave: leiqe/o- (or nasal lineqe/o-) for the
Present, liqe/o for the Imperfect, (le)loiq for the Perfect, and leiqse/o for the Future.
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2. The Present Stem
I. Present Stem Formation Paradigm
1. Roots (Athematic, Semithematic and Thematic) are not very productive. They can
have only one Stem, or have multiple Stems opposed to each other.
2. Reduplicated stems tend to be different after the Stems; those in occlusive and in -uare extended Roots, used mainly in verbs. Those in -s and -u are rare, and are mainly
used for other Stems.
3. The most productive ones are those with -i, -e and -a, closely related. Those in -e and
-a have mostly Present uses, as those in -sk- (Thematic) and in -n- (Athematic or
Thematic).
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II. Present Root Stem
1. A Pure Root Stem, with or without theme vowel, can be used as a Present Stem,
opposed to those of the Imperfect, Perfect and possibly Future. The Imperfect Stem can
also be Root, and it is distinguished with vowel opposition, thematism/athematism or
with secondary phonetic differentiations.
There are Present Root Stems Athematic, Semithematic and Thematic. The Athematics
are, in Europaio, only the remains of a probably older system, and so are the
Semithematics.
2. In Monosyllabic Roots with consonant or sonant ending, the inflection is usually in the
Active voice Singular with root vowel e and root accent; in plural, active and middle
voices, root vowel

Ø

and accent on the ending. The most obvious example is that of es,

be, which has a singular in es- and plural in s-. There are also some other monosyllabic
verbs, as chen, knok, and od, eat. Other verbs, as ei, go, also follow this inflection type.
The following table depicts the present paradigm of these verbs:
ACTIVE

SING.

PLUR.

od, to eat

chen, to knok

ei, to go

es, to be

1.

odmi

chenmi

eimi

esmi

2.

odsi

chensi

eisi

essi

3.

odti

chenti

eiti

esti

1.

dme

chnmes

imes

sme

2.

dthe

chnte

ite

ste

3.

denti

chnonti

jenti

senti

3. There is also another rare verbal type, root athematic with full or long root vowel and
fixed root accent (it is usually called Proterodynamic). It appears frequently in the Middle
Voice.
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4. Monosyllabic Roots with long vowel are inflected in singular with long vowel, and in
plural and middle voice with -a. They are rare in Present, usually reserved for the
Imperfect. Some examples are dhe (also with o), set, put; do/damen, as in dom, dos,
dot, daent.
5. Some Disyllabic Roots, those which preserve an athematic inflection, have the
Present in full/Ø vowel. Some forms are Ø/full vowel, generally reserved for the Imperfect.
6. In the Semithematic Root Stem, the third person plural has often an ending preceded
by e/o. That happens also in the first person singular, which often has -o or -o-m(i); and
in the first person plural, which can be -o-mos, -o-mo.
NOTE. In an inflection like that of the verb es, esmi/smes, there can be a semithematic
alternative; as in Latin, where there is s-omi, not esmi, s-omes, not sme, and s-onti, not s-enti.
This inflection, although not limited to Latin, has had little success in the Europaio system. There
are, however, many examples of semithematic inflection in non-root stems, what could mean that
the semithematic existed in PIE, or, on the contrary, that old athematic forms were remade.

7. The thematic Root Stems have generally an -e/o added to the root before the
endings. So, if in athematic stems this can be found in the third person plural, and in
semithematics in the first person singular and plural, it appears always in thematics.
They have two general forms, with differences in the vowel timbre:
a. With root vowel e and root accent; as in bhereti, he carries (cf. bear)
b. With root vowel Ø and accent on the theme vowel, as in bhret, I bore, I was bearing
The b. form is preferred in the Imperfect and the a. in the Present, although both could
appear in both of them. In fact, when both appear in the Present, the a-type is usually a
durative, meaning an action not finished; while the b-type verbs are terminatives or
punctuals, meaning the conclusion of the action. This semantic value is not general,
though, and more often found in the southern dialects.
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NOTE. The more modern inflection is, thus (in a singular/plural scheme), that of full/full vocalism
for Present, Ø/Ø for Imperfect. The (mainly) root athematic - and semithematic - inflection in full/Ø
is therefore older. The thematic inflection probably overshadowed the athematic and
semithematic ones in IE III and there are many examples of coexisting forms, some of this are
opposed to the older in meaning. Some scholars postulate the older form as the correct one again, we don't look for The original (PIE or IE II) inflection, but for the real, rich system of the IE
III.
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III. Present Reduplicated Stem
1. Formally, Present Stems have a Reduplication either Full (sometimes maintained
throughout the conjugation) or Simple, which normally consists of the initial consonant of
the root followed by -i-.
In the Meaning, Reduplication can have an especial value (of iteration or intensity) or
simply an opposed value; in every case, thus, it distinguishes the verb in its different
forms.
2. The Form of Reduplication:
I. Full Reduplication, normally of the Present Stem, repeats the Root or at least the
group consonant/sonorant+vowel+consonant/sonorant: galgal, talk, bherbher, endure,
mormor, whisper, etc.
Full reduplication is also that which repeats a Root with vowel+consonant/sonorant; as,
ulul, cry aloud.
II. Simple Reduplication is made:
a. With consonant + i. In athematic verbs; as, si-sde (sit down, settle, from zero-grade
root sed, sit); in thematic verbs; as gi-gno, bhi-bher, etc.
NOTE. Reduplication is, as already stated, optional in IE III: gignosko/gnosko, dido/do,
bibo/poi, etc.

There are some intensives half full, half simple reduplicated stems, as in dei-dik, teach.
There are other forms with -w, -u, as in leu-luk, shine. There are also some perfects.
b. With consonant + e/e. ai. dedhe, dedo.
Simple Reduplication in e is given mainly in the Perfect, while that in i is characteristic of
the Present. Reduplication in e is also often found in intensives in Southern Dialects.
NOTE. As a matter of fact, reduplication doesn't affect the vowel in inflection: bibherti / bibhrmes,
istami / istames.
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3. The Meaning of Reduplicated stems: It is mainly a southern feature (Indo-Iranian and
Greek) the systematic opposition Basic Verb / Deverbative Reduplicated to obtain an
Iterative-Intensive. There is another meaning, that of the Desideratives, which are
reduplicated with -i- + Root + -se/o, e.g. meno /mimnso, think, the Reduplicates here
are called Terminatives.
NOTE. Although the Iterative-Intensives, Desideratives and sometimes Terminatives were not
generally extended to the Northern Dialects, we consider it an old resource of the IE II, older than
that of the opposition Present-Perfect. We therefore include this dialectal feature in the global
system as a possibility with already known vocabulary, although not as a general way to create
new words from Basic Verbs.
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IV. Present Consonant Stem
1. Europaio Roots can be lengthened with an occlusive to give a verb stem, general or
Present-only. Present stems are made with the dentals, -t, -d, -dh; and gutturals, -k, -g,
-gh; but not with labials or labiovelars. They are all thematic, and the lengthenings are
added to the Root.
NOTE. The lengthening was probably optional in an earlier stage of the language.

2. Here are some examples:
- t : plekto, weave; kanto, sing; klustio, hear, listen, etc.
- d : saldo, to salt; ekskeld, be eminent, pelde, beat, etc.
- dh : ghrdh, gird; gawidhe, rejoice; woldh, dominate, etc.
- k : pedka, stumble; pleuko, fly; gelkio, freeze, etc.
- g : tmego from temna, cut, etc.
- gh : smegho with smen, negho with ne, stenagho with steno, etc.
3. Imperfect Stems in -s and its derivatives, -sk- and -st-, are almost all thematic.
4. Those in -s are the only ones that have an especial general meaning, as they often
mark the Imperfect and the Future (and sometimes the Subjunctive); they are not
Thematic when they function as Imperfects.
The -s lengthening does not present a general opposition Basic Verb / Deverbative Stem
in -s.
NOTE. There are, however, some different meanings of the verbal stems in -s opposed to those
without it; as insistence or iteration; as, weidso, visit, with wide, see. There are also some
causatives and especially desideratives (which could even form the future stem in the southern
dialects). There is, then, no general meaning of the ending -s, only opposed pairs of meanings.
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5. The Suffix -ske/-sko is added to Roots with Ø-grade, especially in monosyllabics and
disyllabics; as in prk-sko, ask, cm-ske, go, gno-sko, know, di-dk-ske, teach. It can
also be added to Reduplicated stems and to lengthened Roots, especially in -i, -u, -e, -a.
They don't usually have a special Meaning.
NOTE. Sometimes these Deverbatives can be inchoatives (especially in Latin), causatives or
iteratives, and even determinatives or terminatives.

3. The suffix -ste/-sto has usually an expressive sense, meaning sounds most of the
times; as, breste, tremble; bhrsto, break;
4. The Stems in -n are said to have a nasal suffix or infix. They can be athematic or
thematic, and the most common forms are -n, -neu/-nu, -na: as in str-neu / ster-nu,
spread; li-n-eq / li-n-q, leave; ml-na / ml-na, tame; dhreng, drink; pung, prik; planta,
plant; etc. These verbs can be found also without the nasal, as in streu, leiq, dma/dma,
dhreg, peug, plat.
There are other, less general forms in -ne/-no, -[']ne/-[']no; and possibly derived from
the conjugations of -neu and -nei, the forms -nue/-nuo, -nie/-nio.
NOTE. These forms are very recent to the IE III.

Some examples of the above are sperno, plno. In Greek it is frequent the nasal suffix an. -nue, -nuo and -nie, -nio appear often, too; as in gr. phthínuo, got. winnan; gr. iaíno,
phaínomai, and verbs in oi. in -niati.
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V. Present Vowel Stem
1. There are roots and derivatives (deverbatives and denominatives) which form the
thematic verb stems with -ie/-io, and the semithematics in -i. There can be an -a-, -e- or
-e- preceding the suffix, sometimes as part of the Root or Derivative, sometimes as part
of the suffix. We have then ie, -io, -aie, -aio, -eie, -eio, and even -aie, -aio; in these
cases, the Root grade is usually Ø; as, bhudioti, he is waked up; but the full grade is
also possible, as in spekio, look.
NOTE 1. The meanings in the opposition Basic Verb / Deverbatives, general in the Northern
Dialects, are usually that of state or status; and also sometimes causatives and iteratives. There
are also, as with those in consonant, examples of derivatives with -ie/-io without meaning, purely
derivatives.
NOTE 2. The thematic inflection of these verbs is regular, and usually accompanied by the
semithematic in the Northern Dialects, but not in the Southern ones, which do not normally
combine them with -i, -e, or -a.

2. The thematic root verbs in -ie/-io are old, but have coexisted with the semithematics ie/-io/-i/-i. These verbs are sometimes deverbatives (iteratives or causatives) or
denominatives. The deverbative inflection could have -ie/-io, or -eie/eio, or the
semithematic variant.
NOTE. The state or status value of these verbs is a feature of the Baltoslavic, mainly, with verbs in
-e and -a, in which the inflection is sometimes combined with -ie/-io.

3. The stems in -u are rarely found in the Present, but are often found in the Imperfect
and Perfect stems.
NOTE. The stems in -u have, thus, an opposed behaviour to that of the -i, which is usually found
in Present and rarely in Imperfect and Perfect.

4. In Present stems, -u is found in roots or as a suffix, wether thematic or athematic (not
semithematic), giving a stem that can also be the general stem of the verb: it is therefore
a part of the root or a stable lengthening of it.
NOTE. Exceptions of this are gheu-/gho-, pleu-/plo-, etc.
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5. Roots or stems with -e, with an athematic inflection and also mixed with -i. Sometimes
the -e is part of the Root, sometimes it is a suffix added or substituting the -e of the
Stem. They can be verbs without special meaning or verbs of state; as, albhe, be white,
with stative value. There are also iterative-causatives; the denominatives are clearly
derived from adjectives in -e/o.
NOTE. These are probably related with those in -i (i.e., in -eie/-eio, as in albheie, be white;
moneio, remind, advise; seneio, be old ).

Athematic examples are lubhe, be dear, pleasing; rudhe, to blush, redden; gale, to call
(not denominative). In some dialects they correspond to a thematic inflection in -eo.; as
rudheo, to blush, redden (cel.) kapeo, have (ger., from kap, grasp).
6. Roots or stems with -a, athematic and mixed with -i. They are spread throughout the
Verb system; as, bha (root), draw; duka, drag, draw; ghedisa, guess, etc. Also
irregulars as lat. amo, possibly from -aio, but probably from -a without ending (like amas,
amat,...).
About their Meaning, they are (specially in Latin) statives or duratives, and sometimes
factitives opposed to statives in -e (clarare/clarere, albare/albere, nigrare/nigrere,
liquare/liquere). But there are also many verbs without special value.
They form subjunctives, as well as preterites, and imperfectives. They are common
Imperfects. To sum up, the tendency to make iteratives, statives and denominatives with
-a is not so strong as with -e.
NOTE. There is, as with -e, a relation with -i, and there are also verbs in -aie/-aio.
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3. The Imperfect Stems
I. Imperfect Stem Formation Paradigm
1. The Imperfect is, to put it simple, a Past opposed to the Present.
2. There are some possibilities for the opposition of Present and Imperfect stems:
a. The Present stem can be a reduplicated root and the Imperfect a basic root; as, sistami,/ sta-m.
b. The Present is a thematic root, while the Imperfect is athematic in -s; as, leiq-o, leiqs-m.
c. Both are thematic roots, but with distinct vowel degrees; as, leq-o, liq-om.
NOTE. Every stem can usually be Present or Imperfect, provided that they are opposed to each
other. And there can be more than one Present and Imperfect from the same Root.

3. There is a logical trend to specialize the roles, so that those Stems which are rare in
Present are usual in Imperfects. For example, the thematic roots, as well as those in -s-.
There is, in fact, only one real confusion problem when distinguishing stems, and that is
when they end in -e or -a, as they are given in Presents and Imperfects alike. It is by way
of oppositions and formal specializations that they can be distinguished.
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II. Imperfect Root Stem
1. The athematic Imperfect Root stems, opposed to athematic Reduplicated Presents,
are not the only possible athematic roots. There is no root ending in consonant, though.
2. In monosyllabic Roots we have an opposition of:
a. A Present in -neu; as, klneu / kleu, to hear; qrneu / qer, to make, do; etc.
b. A Reduplicated Present or with -ske/-sko or -io: caske / ca, go; bhesko / bhes,
breathe; etc.
c. A Thematic Present: ghewo / ghew, pour; bhawa / bhut, proclaim, ban.
3. Disyllabic roots present similar behaviours: gignosko / gno , bhalio / bhle , etc.
The theme vowel system is the usual: Present Singular Active with full vowel, and

Ø

in

the rest.
NOTE. Disyllabic Roots tended to generalize a unique form (as gno-, bhle-, etc).

4. The Thematic Imperfect Roots are also those of the Present, bhere/o and bhre/o,
opposed to any Present.
a. It is the bhre/o form that which is found mostly in the Imperfect;
b. The bhere/o form is rarely found, but when it is found the Present has to be logically
different.
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III. Imperfect Reduplicated Stem
1. The Imperfect Reduplicated stems, thematic and athematic, are found mainly in the
southern dialects, but also sporadically in the Northern (lat. tetuli, teitigi could be one
example).
NOTE. In this case, the southern dialects have also, as in the Present, a specialized vowel in
reduplication, but in this case it is unique to these languages, while the rest follow other schemes.

2. The Thematic Reduplicates have a general vowel e for Imperfects (opposed to the i of
the Present), and the Root has a zero-grade, and sometimes accent before the ending;
as, chechene from chen, to hurt.
In roots which begin with vowel, reduplication is of the type vowel+consonant.
NOTE. These resources seem not to have left the Southern Dialects, although the difference
between the -i of Present and the -e of the Imperfect is generalized in IE III.
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IV. Imperfect Consonant Stem
1. As we have seen, thematic stems in -s- are often Desideratives in the Present (and
they sometimes function as immediate Futures); with secondary endings, they can form
Imperfects.
NOTE. Forms in -so are often found in Slavic; as, vedu / veso, reco / reso, etc.

The -s- is, so, added to a Root ending:
a. In consonant with long vowel, in contrast with the Present with full vowel.
b. In -a, -e, -o with the same stem as the Present or the noun from which the verb is
derived. There is also a second Imperfect mark: an -e before the -s-, which is probably
an older Imperfect, to which another Imperfect mark is added; as in alko / alkeso, grow;
mnio / mnso, be mad; etc.; -e and -a must have Ø root grade in the Imperfect stem.
NOTE. The thematic Imperfects are mostly used as Presents in the Southern Dialects, in Slavic,
and, probably, in Latin.

2. The most spread athematic stems are in -s-. They were formerly added to the Root,
wether monosyllabic or disyllabic, in consonant or vowel, opposed thus to the Present.
Roots in -i, -u, -a, -e, -o, monosyllabic and disyllabic, have a fixed vowel (as most of the
athematic Root Imperfects); as, the third person pl. plaent from pipel, full (Ø / Full
Grade), 3.pl. pewisent from pona, purifie (Full Grade / o).
The most frequent are monosyllabic roots ending in consonant or sonant. They have
usually in the Southern Dialects lengthened vowel in the active voice and

Ø

in the rest;

as, liq-, leave, from which leiq-s-m; so from qer-, make, qerso; from bher-, carry,
bherso, etc.
To sum up, the -s- has one main function in Europaio: to create stems different from that
of the Present. It can be added to different stems, especially those lengthened with -e, a.
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NOTE. The Imperfect in -s- is then a modern feature of IE III, given in all its dialects (with the form
of Aorists in the Southern ones), but for Germanic and Baltic; the derivatives in -i, -e, -a are more
recent, though, and therefore not extended to all.

3. There are some other frequent, dialectal forms:
a. -is (lat., ai.), -es (gr.); as, genist from gen-, beget; wersis from wers-, rain; amawis,
etc.
b. An addition in -sa in lat., toc., arm.
c. In -se, -sie/-sio, etc.
4. The stems in -t function usually as Preterites, especially in lat., ita., cel., and ger.,
opposed to the Present. In our system, they appear usually in the fourth declension.
NOTE. While the use of -t for persons is old, the use to form Stems is more recent, and mainly
developed by the European dialects.

5. Imperfects or Pasts in -k are rare, but they can appear in every form of the verb.
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V. Imperfect Vowel Stem
1. Imperfects in -e, -a appear usually in pure stems with athematic inflection or adding
an -u in every form, which is normally an Past ending at least for some persons. Other
endings can also be added to this stems.
NOTE. -u is rare in the Present and frequent in the Imperfect, and the contrary has to be said of -i.

Opposed to the Present, the stem in -e or -a is often a Past stem.
2. The basics of the Imperfect vowel stems are thus the opposition to Presents:
a. Present -i (thematic or semithematic), Imperfect -e; as, mnio / mne, be mad.
b. Present -i, Imperfect -a; as, alkio / alka, be hungry.
c. Present -e/-o, Imperfect -e; as, lege / lege, collect, speak.
d. Present -e/-o, Imperfect -a; as, gnte / gntau, know.
3. The use of the forms in -u is usually related to the Past (and sometimes the Perfect),
as a suffix or ending. It can be -u, -au, -eu, -eue, -aua, -eua, -aue.
4. The -i/-i is scarcely used for Past stems; as, audhio / audhiui, hear. The stem is
sometimes lengthened in -e/-i, often to help avoid the loss of consonants in the
Imperfect in -s.
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4. The Perfect Stem
The Perfect is opposed to the Present, and has -o or lengthened root vowel; it is often
reduplicated, generally with vowel -e; and it has special endings, sg. -a, -tha, -e; third pl.
-r. Not all of these conditions have to be met by every Perfect stem, but those which do
not comply with them (but for reduplication) are not regular.
NOTE. The original Perfect does not have a Tense or Voice value, it is only when opposed to the
Pluperfect (Past Perfect) that it is Present. It is probably an older stative, which eventually
became the state derived from the action.

I. The Root vowel is usually -o/-o; as, gigno /gegona (gegn-me), know; bhindho /
bhondh (bhndh-me), bind; bheudho / bhoudh (bhdh-me), offer (cf. bid); kano /
kekona, sing; etc.
There are also (dialectal) Perfects with long Root vowel; as, lat. sedeo / sede, sit; edo /
ede, eat; cemio / ceme, come; ago / age, act; ger. sleb / sesleb, sleep; etc.
NOTE. After the laryngeals' theory, for some scholars, these lengthened vowels come from an
older (wether IE II or PIE) vowel plus *-h.

II. The root vowel in the Perfect reduplication is generally e, but not always; Perfect
reduplications in -i and -u are also possible.
NOTE. The Southern Dialects made reduplication obligatory, but the Northern didn't, what
obviously means that it is not systematic in this Europaio. Verbs which are not reduplicated in the
Perfect are not irregulars, but they have always reduplication when the Present is reduplicated,
as in bhibher / bhebher.

III. The Endings of the Perfect are -a, -tha, -e, for the singular, and -me, -te, -(e)r for the
plural.
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5. Middle Perfect and Past Perfect
a. It is a common resource to oppose a new Perfect to the old one, generally with zerograde of the Perfect stem and middle endings, so that the first becomes only Active and
the second Middle. This is a general resource in Southern Dialects, but not in the
European ones.
NOTE. We use it in our system, though, to distinguish the different Perfect forms more easily.

b. The Past Perfect or Pluperfect was also created to oppose it to the old Perfect, so that
it became Present Perfect. It is formed with secondary endings added to the Perfect
Stem.
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6. The Future Stems
1. The most frequent Future stems are built from an -s- ending, although not all dialects
show the same behaviour. They can be reduplicated or not, they can have -se/-so
thematic, -s athematic, -sie/-sio, -seie/-seio.
NOTE. There are dialectal additions to the beginning of those endings, as -is (i.-i., lat.) or -es (gr.,
o.-u.).

The root vowel is mostly e.
NOTE 1. They come probably from the desiderative-causative Present stem in -s and its variants.
All dialects tend to differentiate the Present from the Future.
NOTE 2. The Future stem is common to all Europaio-derived languages but for ger. and sla. In
fact, i.-i., gr. and bal. have almost the same formations. This means that, while the different
Future forms has the same original pattern, some dialects didn't use this innovation of the IE III.
We keep it, though, as a common Future formation is obviously needed in a modern system.

2. In Europaio, the Future is made by adding thematic -se, -so, -sie, -sio (or even -seie,
-seio) when the Imperfect stem is thematic, and -s if it is athematic.
3. The Conditional is made, as in most of the European languages, with the past form of
the Future, and this is made in Europaio by adding secondary endings to the Future
Stem.
NOTE. This is an innovation added to modern Europaio, as the Europaio-derived dialects don't
show an old conditional form. It is a modern feature, whose forms are shared by many modern
European languages, like English; as, I will see, opposed to the conditional I would see (formed
with the past form of the future-forming auxiliary will). It will be used especially for unreal
conditionals.
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7. The Compound Past
A special Past or Preterite is that of the European dialects (i.e., the Northern and Greek),
sometimes called Future Past, which is formed by two elements: a verbal stem followed
by a vowel (-e, -a, -i, -o) and an auxiliary verb, with the meanings to be (es), to become
(bheu) or to make (dhe, do).
NOTE. Although each language has its own formations, they have a common origin, probably
unstable at first.

The Compound Past is comprised of three parts: the forms of the first and second
elements and the sense of the compounds.
1. The First Element can be
a. A Pure Root
b. A Pure Stem, with the same lengthening as the rest of the verb.
c. A Pure Stem lengthened but alternating with the Present: normally Present

Ø

/ Past

with full vowel.
d. A Pure lengthened Stem, opposed to a thematic Present (and Imperfect).
NOTE. Originally, then, the Compound Pasts are derived from a root or a stem with vowel ending;
wether that of the verb or that of the Past. They are, then, Pasts similar to the others, but, instead
of receiving endings, they receive a second stem.

2. The second element is an auxiliary verb; dhe in gr. and ger., bheu in lat. and cel. and
do- in bsl.
3. They are, as said, Pasts as the others we have seen, and they could function
differently according to the needs of the languages.
NOTE. These forms have not been systematized, as there is no unity, and no especial needs have
been still found for them to be revived. We present this possibility, though, for any possible future
use, to show that this formations (although not unitary) have the same pattern shared by the
Northern Dialects.
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7.2.6. Mood Stems
1. Indicative
The Indicative is the basic stem, that which we have presented when not saying
otherwise. The Subjunctive is opposed to the Indicative this way:
a. Indicative Athematic / Subjunctive Thematic: es, esei/esoi.
b. Indicative Thematic / Subjunctive with long vowel: bhere/o-, bhere/o-
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2. Imperative
The Imperative had probably in IE II the same basic stem of the Indicative, but without
ending and in expressive-impressive function, of exclamation or order; they are the
equivalent to the vocative in nouns. Some IE III dialects derived from this older scheme
another, more complex Imperative system, with person, tense and even voice.
NOTE. In the third stage of the language, only the person distinctions were generalized, and we
have included only these known forms.

It is also old, beside the use of the pure stem, the use of the Injunctive for the Imperative
in the second person plural, as in bhere / bherete, lege / legete. The Injunctive is
defined as a form with secondary endings without augment. It indicated therefore neither
the Present nor the Past, thus easily indicating intention. It is this form which was
generally used as the Imperative.
The pure stem for the second person singular Imperative is thus general; for the second
person plural, it is the injunctive; and the third person sg. and pl. have special endings,
those in -tod.
The main forms of the Imperative in our system are made with the Present stem and
secondary endings, and are thus generally:
a. The old, athematic Imperatives; as in ei, go; es, be; etc.
Athematic
SING.
PLUR.

2.
3.
2.
3.

-Ø
-tod
-te
-entod

NOTE 1. In old root athematic verbs, the plural forms have

Ø

vowel and the accent goes on the

ending.
NOTE 2. Some scholars reconstruct, with the Ø form, a dialectal ending -dhi for the second person
singular athematic. It should also be noted that the forms in -tod were used in some dialects as
Future Imperatives.
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b. Thematic Imperatives; as bhere!, carry! age!, do!, act!; etc.

SING.
PLUR.
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2.
3.
2.
3.

Thematic
-e
-etod
-ete
-ontod
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3. Subjunctive
The Subjunctive is normally athematic, usually in -a, -e and sometimes -o, always
opposed to the Indicatives. There are also Subjunctives in -s, probably newer than those
in -e, -a.
NOTE. It is a known archaism (for a few scholars an innovation) of the Baltoslavic that it doesn't
have a subjunctive which would be then an innovation of IE III, not given in IE II.

There are, thus, two possibilities when forming the Subjunctive:
a. Indicative thematic / Subjunctive with lengthened vowel; as, bhere- / bhere-, deike- /
deike-, etc.
b. Indicative athematic / Subjunctive thematic.
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4. Optative
The Optative mood is a volitive mood that signals wishing or hoping, as in English I wish
I might, or I wish you could, etc.
The athematic Optative has an alternating suffix -ie / -i (zero-grade), while the Thematic
has one regular -oi. Secondary endings are used to form the Optative.
NOTE. The thematic suffix is normally considered to be the athematic one added to the thematic
vowel -o-.
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7.2.7. The Voice
1. Active Voice
The characteristic Primary endings are -mi, -si, -ti, -(e/o)nti, while the secondary don't
have the final -i.
NOTE. The innovation of the primary forms is a deictic -i, which probably indicated originally here
and now.

These Desinences are used for every verb, wether athematic or thematic, as in ei or es.
Where there are usually differences is in the first person singular, which has usually -o in
thematics.
NOTE. These are probably remains of an older situation, in which an ending was (probably) not
necessary to mark the first person singular (that of the speaker) and therefore - even though a
desinence in -m became general - some irregular, older cases prevailed, in our system for the
thematics only.

ACTIVE

SING.

PLUR.

Primary

Secondary

1.

-mi

-m

2.

-si

-s

3.

-ti

-t

1.

-mes/os

-me/o

2.

-the

-te

3.

-(e/o)nti

-(e/o)nt

NOTE. The forms of the first person plural are not easily reconstructed (as every Europaio-derived
dialect has developed its own endings) but they are all formed with -me-/-mo- + Ø/Consonant (-s,
-n or -r), and almost all forms are systematized in modern Europaio, assigning a function to each
form.

This table can be further subdivided in the thematic and athematic paradigms:
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Athematic

SING.

PLUR.
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Thematic

Primary

Secondary

Primary

Secondary

1.

-mi

-m

-o, -omi

-om

2.

-si

-s

-esi

-es

3.

-ti

-t

-eti

-et

1.

-mes

-me

-omos

-omo

2.

-the

-te

-ethe

-ete

3.

-(e)nti

-(e)nt

-onti

-ont
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2. Middle Voice
The endings are generally those of the Active voice with a characteristic Middle voice -o
(sometimes -e), in which the basic form is relegated to the secondary endings, while it
becomes the Primary by adding an -i.
MIDDLE

SING.

PLUR.

Primary

Secondary

1.

-(m)ai

-ma

2.

-soi

-so

3.

-toi

-to

1.

-mesdha

-medha

2.

-dhe

-dhue

3.

-(e/o)ntoi

-(e/o)nto

In the Moods, the endings are usually the same, but there are some exceptions. As in
Indicative -a- / Subjunctive -a-, where sometimes the first singular Subjunctive is -ai.
Generally, though, the adding of the Middle voice secondary endings is enough.
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3. Passive Voice
The Passive is not a common old feature of the IE III dialects; it is nevertheless
necessary to develop a common modern European grammatical feature based on old
endings, like the Conditional.
The -r ending was usual in the Middle Voice, and it either had a special impersonal value
or marked the Middle voice. There are thus two features to distinguish their uses: the
form and the meaning.
a. The -r after the stem has usually in Europaio an impersonal value, and can be
lengthened: -ro, -roi, -renti, -ronti, -rontoi, etc. They are used in the 3. person singular
and plural, and the -nt- is added when needed to distinguish the plural; and when the
Middle was needed, an -o was added. The primary -i was also added with this aim.
b. The -r after the ending was usual in forms related to the Middle Voice in Latin, Italic,
Celtic, Tocharian (and even Germanic, Indo-Iranian and Anatolian). Especially in some
European dialects, they replaced the primary Middle endings, and acquired a MiddlePassive value. There was, however, no opposition primary/secondary. In our Europaio
system, we have chosen to assign this especially European (Northern) value to these
endings, leaving the general forms in -i for the middle.
Note. The older meaning traceable (possibly that of IE II) of these endings are the same, though:
impersonal subject or, at least, subject separated from the action.

PASSIVE
SING.

PLUR.
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1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

-(m)ar
-sor
-tor
-mosr/mor
-dhuer
-(e/o)ntor

7. Verbs

This scheme can be further subdivided in the thematic and athematic paradigms:

SING.

PLUR.

Athematic

Thematic

1.

-mar

-ar, -omar

2.

-sor

-esor

3.

-tor

-etor

1.

-mosr/-mor

-omosr/-omor

2.

-dhuer

-edhuer

3.

-(e)ntor

-ontor

The passives formed with these endings are only the dynamic ones, though, not the
statives, which are formed with the verb es, to be. See § 7.1.3. for more information on
dynamic passives.
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7.2.8. Noun and Adjective Forms
1. Infinitives
1. The Infinitives are indeclinable nouns with non-personal verbal functions, which can
be as many as inflection, voice, aspect and even time.
NOTE. Infinitives are, thus, old nouns reinterpreted as verbs.

2. The older Infinitives are the Verbal Nouns, i.e., casual forms inflected as nouns,
although sometimes included in the verbal inflection. A Verbal Noun is a declinable
substantive, derived from the root of a verb.
NOTE. The difference in the syntax is important; the verbal noun is constructed as a substantive,
thus - for example - with the object in the genitive: the killing of a man, as opposed to the
accusative with an infinitive, to kill a man.

3. Verbal Nouns are, thus, the normal way to express the idea of a modern Infinitive in
Europaio. Infinitives can be nevertheless formed in modern Europaio with the verbal
stem (athematic or thematic), being indeclinable; as, deik, to show (showing); es, to be
(being); ed, to eat (eating); etc.
NOTE 1. The usual formal condition is that the Infinitive is not already a noun: as in ag, to act,
which can only function as infinitive. When the root is already a noun, a thematic stem with -e/o
shall form the Infinitive. When this is not possible, then a Verbal Noun has to be used.
NOTE 2. Although each Europaio dialect chose between some limited noun-cases (not presented
here) for the Infinitive formation, they were not general in the IE III nor in the Northern Dialects or
the languages that followed, and could be easily confused in our system with imperfects, futures
and perfects, and with the normal noun inflection.
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2. Participles
1. The Participles are adjectives which have been assimilated to the verb system, having
thus verb inflection.
NOTE. The IE III shows an intense reliance on participles, and thus a certain number of participles
played an important role in the language.

2. Those in -nt are the older ones, and are limited to the Active voice and to the Present,
Imperfect and Future; as, bheront/bherent, who carries.
3. The Perfect active has a suffix -ues, -uos (Ø grade -us), or -uet, -uot; as, widwot,
widwos, edwos, etc.
NOTE. Both the Present and Perfect participles are indeed inflected following the second
declension; as, Nom. -wos, Acc. -wosm, Gen. -usos, Nom. pl. -woses

4. The middle Participles have a suffix -meno-, -meno-, -mno- (originally probably
adjectives) as; alomnos, who feeds himself (i.e., alumnus), dhemna, who suckle (i.e.,
woman, cf. femina).
5. The Participles have been also developed as Passives in some languages, and are
used in modern Europaio static passives. They are usually formed with the root or past
stem with these suffixes:
a. -to: altos, grown; dhetos, placed; kaptos, haved; etc.
NOTE. The adjectives in -to imply reference to a Noun. They have usually zero-grade root vowel;
as liqto-, pikto-, etc.

b. -no: and variants; as, bheidhnos, parted, bitten; wrgnos, worked; delanos, made.
NOTE. Compare with adjectives in -n, as in plnos (got. fulls or lat. plenus).

c. -mo: compare with adjective prwimos lat. primos, first.
d. -lo: see next section.
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NOTE. These follow the first-type adjective declension, i.e. that of -os, -a, -om, and are usually
accentuated on the ending.
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3. Gerundives and Absolutives
1. Verbal Adjectives are those which are not assimilated to the verbal system of Tense
and Voice. Those which indicate need or possibility are called Gerundives.
NOTE. Verbal Adjectives and Adjectives cannot be easily differentiated.

2. While the same suffixes as for the Passive Participles are found, -to-, -no-, -mo-,
there are two forms especially identified with the Gerundive:
a. In -lo or -li are found in arm., toc., and lat. As in bherelo-, ghabhili- (cf. able, from lat.
habilis), etc.
b. In -io (which is also a common lengthening to differentiate adjectives) is sometimes a
gerundive of obligation, as well as -tu-, -ti-, -ndho; as, dhrsio, visible; gnotinos, that
has to be known; seqondhos, second, that has to follow; gnaskendhos, that has to be
born; etc.
3. There are also some adverbial, not inflected forms usually called Absolutives or
Gerunds. They are usually derived from the Gerundive, and are therefore built in our
system with the indeclinable Gerundive Stem.
NOTE. This is obviously an extension of our modern Infinitive system, in which we use a noninflected verbal root or stem for the infinitive (when it is inflected, it is a verbal noun); in this case,
we use as the Gerund an indeclinable verbal adjective, the stem of the Gerundive, the declinable
verbal adjective.

They are verbal nouns, corresponding in meaning to the English verbal noun in -ing: as,
kausa werelo, for the sake of speaking.
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7.3. The Conjugations
7.3.1. Introduction
1. Conjugation is the traditional name of a group of verbs that share a similar conjugation
pattern in a particular language, a Verb Class. This is the sense in which we say that
Europaio has four conjugations of verbs; it means that any regular Europaio verb can be
conjugated in any person, number, tense, mood and voice by knowing which of the four
conjugation groups it belongs to, and its main stems.
NOTE. The meaning of Regular and Irregular becomes, thus, a matter of choice, although this is
obviously not free. We could have divided the verbs into five conjugations, or three, or even two,
and left the rest for the Irregulars group. We believe that our choice is in the middle between a too
restrictive system, in which many forms would be irregular (and would need in turn subclasses),
and one too extensive to be easily learnt. We also know that the way a language is systematized
influences the language; it is, then, to avoid too much artificial influence that we try to offer the
more natural combinations possible (those frequent in the old, IE III system), without becoming
too flexible to create a defined and stable (and thus usable) system.

2. The Four Conjugations in which Europaio is divided are based on the Present stem:
I. The First or Root Conjugation is formed with the Root, thematic stem for Present and
Imperfect alike, but the Present has e root vowel and root accent, while the Imperfect
has Ø root vowel and accent on the theme vowel.
The Reduplicated class of verbs is somehow an extension of the first conjugation. In it,
the Imperfect is formed with the root, which is reduplicated in Present without accent
shift.
NOTE. Verbs of the First Conjugation have thus in common that there is no verbal ending to mark
the Imperfect: the Basic Root (wether thematic or athematic) is always used.

II. The Second or Consonant Conjugation has a Present with a consonant ending,
always thematic. The consonants are usually -t-, -d-, -dh-, -k- (often -sk-), -g-, -gh-.
Other possibilities are the nasal suffix/infix -n- or the (rare) -s-.
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III. The Third or i Conjugation has a Present in -i-, almost always thematic. Usual forms
are -ie, -io (and the

Ø

degree, athematic -i), and its compounds: aie, aio, eie, eio, sie,

sio, etc. Also sometimes -u (when added to the root) although they are generally Root
ending vowels.
IV. The Fourth or Athematic Conjugation has a Present in -a, -e.

Conjugation
1 (ROOT)

Present
Root, e vowel, root accent

THEM

Imperfect
Root, long vowel, des. acce.

ATHE

[REDUPLICATED]
2 (CONSONANT)
3 (i, u)

Reduplicated + i
Consonant
-i-, -u- (-ie, -io, -ue, -uo)
-i, -u
-e, -a

ATHE
THEM
THEM
ATHE
ATHE

Root
(-e)-s-, -a-/-e- (-u-)
(-e)-s-te/o
-te/o

ATHE
ATHE
ATHE
THEM
THEM

4 (ATHEMATIC)
IRREGULARS
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7.3.2. First Conjugation
1. Verbs of the First Conjugation are formed directly from Root stems, and maintain this
form throughout the entire Conjugation.
NOTE. They are probably the remains of the oldest type of verb conjugation, in which there were
neither suffixes nor endings to combine, but only the accent and the vowel degrees to
differentiate between tenses, aspects and moods.

2. The Present is formed with root vowel e and root accent, as in leiqe/o or leiqe/o, while
the Imperfect is formed with root vowel

Ø

and accent on the theme vowel, as in liqe/liqo,

when that is possible.
Verb: bhero, carry (cf. eng. bear)
Present Stem

Imperfect Stem

Perfect Stem

Future Stem

bhere/o-

bhre/o-

(bhe)bhore/o

bherse/o-

NOTE. Europaio verbs should be referred to by the first person singular Present and its
conjugation type, so that it can be known wether they are thematic or not, and how they should
be conjugated. If they are irregular verbs, however, they should be referred to with the first person
singular Present, Imperfect, Perfect and Future.

3. The Present is formed with the Present stem and primary endings. The Subjunctive,
with lengthened theme vowel and secondary endings.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

bhero

bherom

bheroim

2.

bheresi

bheres

bherois

3.

bhereti

bheret

bheroit

1.

bheromos

bheromo

bheroime

2.

bherethe

bherete

bheroite

3.

bheronti

bheront

bheroient

7. Verbs

4. The Imperfect is made with the Imperfect stem (i.e.,

Ø

root vowel and accentuated

theme vowel) and secondary endings. The Subjunctive is formed with lengthened theme
vowel and secondary endings.
Imperfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhrom

bhrom

bhroim

2.

bhres

bhres

bhrois

3.

bhret

bhret

bhroit

1.

bhromo

bhromo

bhroime

2.

bhrete

bhrete

bhroite

3.

bhront

bhront

bhroient

NOTE 1. These forms are read [bh'rom], [bh'res], etc., from the Ø grade form bhr [bh'r]
NOTE 2. An accentuated initial e- is added to the past forms in the Southern Dialects, although
modern Europaio Imperfect stems corresponds normally to their Aorist formations.

5. The Perfect is obtained with root vowel o/Ø in singular/plural, and the Perfect endings.
The Subjunctive is formed with lengthened theme vowel and secondary endings.
Perfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(bhe)bhora

(bhe)bhorom

(bhe)bhoroim

2.

(bhe)bhoretha

(bhe)bhores

(bhe)bhorois

3.

(bhe)bhore

(bhe)bhoret

(bhe)bhoroit

1.

(bhe)bhrome

(bhe)bhrome

(bhe)bhroime

2.

(bhe)bhrete

(bhe)bhrete

(bhe)bhroite

3.

(bhe)bhrer

(bhe)bhront

(bhe)bhroient

NOTE. Reduplication, if given, must be simple and with -e; full reduplication has a general
intensive meaning (see § 7.2.5.,2.III). Full reduplication of bher would be bherbher (or dialectal
bheribher). Bhibher (Present reduplication, with -i) is a Present stem of another verb, usually
meaning the same as the original root.
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6. The Past Perfect is made with the Perfect stem, adding secondary endings. The
Subjunctive is formed with lengthened theme vowel and secondary endings.
Past Perfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(bhe)bhorom

(bhe)bhorom

(bhe)bhoroim

2.

(bhe)bhores

(bhe)bhores

(bhe)bhorois

3.

(bhe)bhoret

(bhe)bhoret

(bhe)bhoroit

1.

(bhe)bhromo

(bhe)bhromo

(bhe)bhroime

2.

(bhe)bhrete

(bhe)bhrete

(bhe)bhroite

3.

(bhe)bhront

(bhe)bhront

(bhe)bhroient

7. The Future is made generally with the root in e and an -s, and primary endings. The
Subjunctive is formed with lengthened theme vowel and secondary endings.
Future
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bherso

bhersom

bhersoim

2.

bhersesi

bherses

bhersois

3.

bherseti

bherset

bhersoit

1.

bhersomos

bhersomo

bhersoime

2.

bhersethe

bhersete

bhersoite

3.

bhersonti

bhersont

bhersoient

8. The Conditional is formed with the Future stem and secondary endings. The
Subjunctive is formed with lengthened theme vowel and secondary endings.
Conditional
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

bhersom

bhersom

bhersoim

2.

bherses

bherses

bhersois

3.

bherset

bherset

bhersoit

1.

bhersomo

bhersomo

bhersoime

2.

bhersete

bhersete

bhersoite

3.

bhersont

bhersont

bhersoient

7. Verbs
NOTE. The Conditional is new to modern Europaio, and its correctness and practical use is still to
be proven.

The Middle Voice is made as follows:
9. The Present Middle is formed with the Present stem and Middle primary endings. The
Subjunctive is formed with lengthened theme vowel and secondary endings.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bherai

bheroma

bheroima

2.

bheresoi

bhereso

bheroiso

3.

bheretoi

bhereto

bheroito

1.

bheromesdha

bheromedha

bheroimedha

2.

bheredhe

bherodhue

bheroidhue

3.

bherontoi

bheronto

bheroiento

10. The Imperfect Middle is made with the Imperfect stem (i.e.,

Ø

root vowel and accent

on the theme vowel) and Middle secondary endings.
Imperfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhroma

bhroma

bhroima

2.

bhreso

bhreso

bhroiso

3.

bhreto

bhreto

bhroito

1.

bhromedha

bhromedha

bhroimedha

2.

bhredhue

bhredhue

bhroidhue

3.

bhronto

bhronto

bhroiento

NOTE. These forms are read [bh'roma], [bh'reso], etc., from the Ø grade form bhr [bh'r]
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11. The Perfect Middle is formed with root vowel Ø and Middle secondary desinences.
Perfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(bhe)bhroma

(bhe)bhroma

(bhe)bhroima

2.

(bhe)bhreso

(bhe)bhreso

(bhe)bhroiso

3.

(bhe)bhreto

(bhe)bhreto

(bhe)bhroito

1.

(bhe)bhromedha

(bhe)bhromedha

(bhe)bhroimedha

2.

(bhe)bhredhue

(bhe)bhredhue

(bhe)bhroidhue

3.

(bhe)bhronto

(bhe)bhronto

(bhe)bhroiento

NOTE. These forms are read [bh'romo] or [bhebh'romo], etc., from the Ø grade form bhr [bh'r]

12. The Past Perfect Middle is made with the Perfect stem adding Middle secondary
desinences.
Past Perfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(bhe)bhoroma

(bhe)bhoroma

(bhe)bhoroima

2.

(bhe)bhoreso

(bhe)bhoreso

(bhe)bhoroiso

3.

(bhe)bhoreto

(bhe)bhoreto

(bhe)bhoroito

1.

(bhe)bhromedha

(bhe)bhromedha

(bhe)bhroimedha

2.

(bhe)bhredhue

(bhe)bhredhue

(bhe)bhroidhue

3.

(bhe)bhronto

(bhe)bhronto

(bhe)bhroiento

13. The Future Middle is formed with the Future stem and Middle primary endings.
Future Middle
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

bhersai

bhersoma

bhersoima

2.

bhersesoi

bherseso

bhersoiso

3.

bhersetoi

bherseto

bhersoito

1.

bhersomesdha

bhersomedha

bhersoimedha

2.

bhersedhe

bhersedhue

bhersoidhue

3.

bhersontoi

bhersonto

bhersoiento
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14. The Conditional Middle is made with the Future stem and Middle secondary endings.
Conditional Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhersoma

bhersoma

bhersoima

2.

bherseso

bherseso

bhersoiso

3.

bherseto

bherseto

bhersoito

1.

bhersomedha

bhersomedha

bhersoimedha

2.

bhersedhue

bhersedhue

bhersoidhue

3.

bhersonto

bhersonto

bhersoiento

15. The Passive Voice is made like the Middle, but with Passive endings:
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bherar

bheromar

bheroimar

2.

bheresor

bheresor

bheroisor

3.

bheretor

bheretor

bheroitor

1.

bheromosr

bheromosr

bheroimosr

2.

bheredhuer

bherodhuer

bheroidhuer

3.

bherontor

bherontor

bheroientor

Imperfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhromar

bhromar

bhroimar

2.

bhresor

bhresor

bhroisor

3.

bhretor

bhretor

bhroitor

1.

bhromor

bhromor

bhroimor

2.

bhredhuer

bhredhuer

bhroidhuer

3.

bhrontor

bhrontor

bhroientor
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Perfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(bhe)bhromar

(bhe)bhromar

(bhe)bhroimar

2.

(bhe)bhresor

(bhe)bhresor

(bhe)bhroisor

3.

(bhe)bhretor

(bhe)bhretor

(bhe)bhroitor

1.

(bhe)bhromor

(bhe)bhromor

(bhe)bhroimor

2.

(bhe)bhredhuer

(bhe)bhredhuer

(bhe)bhroidhuer

3.

(bhe)bhrontor

(bhe)bhrontor

(bhe)bhroientor

Past Perfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(bhe)bhoromar

(bhe)bhoromar

(bhe)bhoroimar

2.

(bhe)bhoresor

(bhe)bhoresor

(bhe)bhoroisor

3.

(bhe)bhoretor

(bhe)bhoretor

(bhe)bhoroitor

1.

(bhe)bhromor

(bhe)bhromor

(bhe)bhroimor

2.

(bhe)bhredhuer

(bhe)bhredhuer

(bhe)bhroidhuer

3.

(bhe)bhrontor

(bhe)bhrontor

(bhe)bhroientor

Future Passive
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

bhersar

bhersomar

bhersoimar

2.

bhersesor

bhersesor

bhersoisor

3.

bhersetor

bhersetor

bhersoitor

1.

bhersomor

bhersomor

bhersoimor

2.

bhersedhuer

bhersedhuer

bhersoidhuer

3.

bhersontor

bhersontor

bhersoientor
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Conditional Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhersomar

bhersomar

bhersoimar

2.

bhersesor

bhersesor

bhersoisor

3.

bhersetor

bhersetor

bhersoitor

1.

bhersomor

bhersomor

bhersoimor

2.

bhersedhuer

bhersedhuer

bhersoidhuer

3.

bhersontor

bhersontor

bhersoientor

16. The Imperative is formed as follows:
Imperative
SING.

PLUR.

2.

bhere

3.

bheretod

2.

bherete

3.

bherontod

17. Other possible forms are shown in the next table:
Europaio

English

Infinitive

bher

to carry

Verbal Noun

bhero-

the carrying

Present Participle

bheront

who carries, who carried, carrying

Perfect Participle

bherues

carried

Middle Participle

bheremno-

who carries himself,...

Passive Participle

bheresto-

(been) carried

Gerundive

bherelo-

who has to be carried

Absolutive/Gerund

bherelo

of carrying, to the carrying,...
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7.3.3. Reduplicated Verbs of the First Conjugation
1. Reduplicated Presents are usually verbs of the First Conjugation, when formed with
consonant + i.
NOTE. These reduplicated stems have usually an intensive meaning.

2. In reduplicated stems where the Present is formed with simple reduplication + i, the
Imperfect is formed with the root, without accent shift, and the Perfect is also formed with
the reduplicated form, but with e.
NOTE. The three stems are always athematic, so there can be no confusion between reduplicated
and non-reduplicated verbs, in Root and Reduplicated conjugation, in the case that full and
simple reduplication give the same stem.

Verb: bhibhermi, bear, endure (cf. eng. bear)
Present Stem

Imperfect Stem

Perfect Stem

Future Stem

bhibher-

bher-

bhebher-

bhibhers-

3. The Present is made with the Present stem and primary endings. The Subjunctive is
thematic.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhibhermi

bhibherom

bhibheriem

2.

bhibhersi

bhibheres

bhibheries

3.

bhibherti

bhibheret

bhibheriet

1.

bhibhrmes

bhibhromo

bhibhrime

2.

bhibhrthe

bhibhrete

bhibhrite

3.

bhibhrenti

bhibhront

bhibhrint

NOTE. The older, root athematic inflection (see § 7.2.5, 2.II) is made full/Ø vowel in a
singular/plural scheme, with accent on the ending. For more on this, see § 7.2.5, 2.III.
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4. The Imperfect is formed with the Imperfect stem (i.e., the root, not reduplicated) and
secondary endings.
Imperfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bherm

bherom

bheriem

2.

bhers

bheres

bheries

3.

bhert

bheret

bheriet

1.

bhrme

bhromo

bhrime

2.

bhrte

bhrete

bhrite

3.

bhrent

bhront

bhrint

NOTE. An accentuated initial e- is added to the past forms in the Southern Dialects, although
Modern Europaio Imperfect stems corresponds normally to their Aorist formations.

5. The Perfect is made with the Root (possibly reduplicated) in o/Ø or lengthened vowel,
and the Perfect endings. The Subjunctive (thematic) is formed with secondary endings.
Perfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhebhora

bhebhorom

bhebhoriem

2.

bhebhortha

bhebhores

bhebhories

3.

bhebhore

bhebhoret

bhebhoriet

1.

bhebhrme

bhebhromo

bhebhrime

2.

bhebhrte

bhebhrete

bhebhrite

3.

bhebhrer

bhebhront

bhebhrint
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6. The Past Perfect is formed with the Perfect stem, adding secondary endings. The
Subjunctive is thematic with secondary endings.
Past Perfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhebhorm

bhebhorom

bhebhoriem

2.

bhebhors

bhebhores

bhebhories

3.

bhebhort

bhebhoret

bhebhoriet

1.

bhebhrme

bhebhromo

bhebhrime

2.

bhebhrte

bhebhrete

bhebhrite

3.

bhebhrent

bhebhront

bhebhrint

7. The Future is formed generally with the root in e and adding an -s, and with primary
endings.
Future
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhibhersmi

bhibhersem

bhibhersiem

2.

bhibherssi

bhibherses

bhibhersies

3.

bhibhersti

bhibherset

bhibhersiet

1.

bhibhrsmes

bhibhrsomo

bhibhrsime

2.

bhibhrsthe

bhibhrsete

bhibhrsite

3.

bhibhrsenti

bhibhrsont

bhibhrsint

NOTE. The stem is athematic, always like the Present stem.
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8. The Conditional is obtained with the Future stem and secondary endings.
Conditional
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhibhersm

bhibhersem

bhibhersiem

2.

bhibherss

bhibherses

bhibhersies

3.

bhibherst

bhibherset

bhibhersiet

1.

bhibhrsme

bhibhrsomo

bhibhrsime

2.

bhibhrste

bhibhrsete

bhibhrsite

3.

bhibhrsent

bhibhrsont

bhibhrsint

The Middle Voice is made as follows:
9. The Present Middle is formed with the Present stem and Middle primary endings.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhibhermai

bhibheroma

bhibheriema

2.

bhibhersoi

bhibhereso

bhibherieso

3.

bhibhertoi

bhibhereto

bhibherieto

1.

bhibhrmesdha

bhibhromedha

bhibhrimedha

2.

bhibhrdhe

bhibhrodhue

bhibhridhue

3.

bhibhrentoi

bhibhronto

bhibhrinto
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10. The Imperfect Middle is made with the Imperfect stem (i.e., the root, not
reduplicated) and Middle secondary endings, with accent on the theme vowel.
Imperfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bherma

bheroma

bheriema

2.

bherso

bhereso

bherieso

3.

bherto

bhereto

bherieto

1.

bhrmedha

bhromedha

bhrimedha

2.

bhrdhe

bhredhue

bhridhue

3.

bhrento

bhronto

bhrinto

11. The Perfect Middle is formed with root vowel Ø and Middle secondary endings.
Perfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhebhrma

bhebhroma

bhebhriema

2.

bhebhrso

bhebhreso

bhebhrieso

3.

bhebhrto

bhebhreto

bhebhrieto

1.

bhebhrmedha

bhebhromedha

bhebhrimedha

2.

bhebhrdhe

bhebhredhue

bhebhridhue

3.

bhebhrento

bhebhronto

bhebhrinto

12. The Past Perfect Middle is formed with the Perfect stem and Middle secondary
endings.
Past Perfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

bhebhorma

bhebhoroma

bhebhoriema

2.

bhebhorso

bhebhoreso

bhebhorieso

3.

bhebhorto

bhebhoreto

bhebhorieto

1.

bhebhrmedha

bhebhromedha

bhebhrimedha

2.

bhebhrdhe

bhebhredhue

bhebhridhue

3.

bhebhrento

bhebhronto

bhebhrinto

7. Verbs

13. The Future Middle is made with the Future stem, adding Middle endings.
Future Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhibhersmai

bhibhersoma

bhibhersiema

2.

bhibherssoi

bhibherseso

bhibhersieso

3.

bhibherstoi

bhibherseto

bhibhersieto

1.

bhibhrsmesdha

bhibhrsomedha

bhibhrsimedha

2.

bhibhrsdhe

bhibhrsedhue

bhibhrsidhue

3.

bhibhrsentoi

bhibhrsonto

bhibhrsinto

14. The Conditional Middle is formed with the Future stem, adding Middle secondary
endings.
Conditional Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhibhersma

bhibhersoma

bhibhersiema

2.

bhibhersso

bhibherseso

bhibhersieso

3.

bhibhersto

bhibherseto

bhibhersieto

1.

bhibhrsmedha

bhibhrsomedha

bhibhrsimedha

2.

bhibhrsdhue

bhibhrsedhue

bhibhrsidhue

3.

bhibhrsento

bhibhrsonto

bhibhrsinto

15. The Passive Voice is made like the Middle, but with Passive endings:
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhibhermar

bhibheromar

bhibheriemar

2.

bhibhersor

bhibheresor

bhibheriesor

3.

bhibhertor

bhibheretor

bhibherietor

1.

bhibhrmor

bhibhromor

bhibhrimor

2.

bhibhrdhuer

bhibhrodhuer

bhibhridhuer

3.

bhibhrentor

bhibhrontor

bhibhrintor
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Imperfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhermar

bheromar

bheriemar

2.

bhersor

bheresor

bheriesor

3.

bhertor

bheretor

bherietor

1.

bhrmor

bhromor

bhrimor

2.

bhrdhuer

bhredhuer

bhridhuer

3.

bhrentor

bhrontor

bhrintor

Perfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhebhrmar

bhebhromar

bhebhriemar

2.

bhebhrsor

bhebhresor

bhebhriesor

3.

bhebhrtor

bhebhretor

bhebhrietor

1.

bhebhrmor

bhebhromor

bhebhrimor

2.

bhebhrdhuer

bhebhredhuer

bhebhridhuer

3.

bhebhrentor

bhebhrontor

bhebhrintor

Past Perfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

bhebhormar

bhebhoromar

bhebhoriemar

2.

bhebhorsor

bhebhoresor

bhebhoriesor

3.

bhebhortor

bhebhoretor

bhebhorietor

1.

bhebhrmor

bhebhromor

bhebhrimor

2.

bhebhrdhuer

bhebhredhuer

bhebhridhuer

3.

bhebhrentor

bhebhrontor

bhebhrintor

7. Verbs

Future Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhibhersmar

bhibhersomar

bhibhersiemar

2.

bhibherssor

bhibhersesor

bhibhersiesor

3.

bhibherstor

bhibhersetor

bhibhersietor

1.

bhibhrsmor

bhibhrsomor

bhibhrsimor

2.

bhibhrsdhuer

bhibhrsedhuer

bhibhrsidhuer

3.

bhibhrsentor

bhibhrsontor

bhibhrsintor

Conditional Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

bhibhersmar

bhibhersomar

bhibhersiemar

2.

bhibherssor

bhibhersesor

bhibhersiesor

3.

bhibherstor

bhibhersetor

bhibhersietor

1.

bhibhrsmor

bhibhrsomor

bhibhrsimor

2.

bhibhrsdhuer

bhibhrsedhuer

bhibhrsidhuer

3.

bhibhrsentor

bhibhrsontor

bhibhrsintor

16. The Imperative is formed as follows:
Imperative
SING.

PLUR.

2.

bhibher

3.

bhibhertod

2.

bhibhrte

3.

bhibhrentod
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17. Other possible forms are shown in the next table:
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Europaio

English

Infinitive

bhibhero

to bear

Verbal Noun

bhibhero-

the bearing

Present Participle

bhibhernt

who bears, who bore, bearing

Perfect Participle

bhibherues

borne

Middle Participle

bhibhermno-

who bears himself

Passive Participle

bhibhersto-

been borne

Gerundive

bhibherlo-

who has to be borne

Absolutive/Gerund

bhibherlo

of bearing, to the bearing,...

7. Verbs

7.3.4. Second Conjugation
1. Verbs of the Second Conjugation have a consonant ending and are always thematic.
The consonants are usually -t-, -d-, -dh-, -k- (often -sk-), -g-, -gh- and even -s-; they
can also have the suffix or infix -n-.
2. The Present is thematic, while the Imperfect is athematic, generally in -s-.
Verb: mensko [from men, to think], think, remember (cf. eng. reminiscent, borrowed from
lat.)
Present Stem

Imperfect Stem

Perfect Stem

Future Stem

menske/o-

mnskes-

(me)monske/o-

menskise/o-

3. The Present is formed with the Present stem and primary endings. The Subjunctive,
thematic, with lengthened vowel.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present
Sg.

Pl.

1.

mensko

menskom

menskoim

2.

menskesi

menskes

menskois

3.

mensketi

mensket

menskoit

1.

menskomos

menskomo

menskoime

2.

menskethe

menskete

menskoite

3.

menskonti

menskont

menskoient
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4. The Imperfect is obtained with the Imperfect stem, i.e., athematic in -(e)-s, and
secondary endings, with accent on the theme vowel. When the Indicative is athematic,
the Subjunctive is thematic.
Imperfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

mnskesm

mnskesom

mnskesiem

2.

mnskess

mnskeses

mnskesies

3.

mnskest

mnskeset

mnskesiet

1.

mnskesme

mnskesomo

mnskesime

2.

mnskeste

mnskesete

mnskesite

3.

mnskesent

mnskesont

mnskesint

NOTE. An accentuated initial e- is added to the past forms in the Southern Dialects, although
Modern Europaio Imperfect stems corresponds normally to their Aorist formations.

5. The Perfect is formed with root vowel o/Ø, and Perfect endings. The Subjunctive is
formed with secondary endings and lengthened theme vowel.
Perfect
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

(me)monska

(me)monskom

(me)monskoim

2.

(me)monsketha

(me)monskes

(me)monskois

3.

(me)monske

(me)monsket

(me)monskoit

1.

(me)mnskome

(me)mnskomo

(me)mnskoime

2.

(me)mnskete

(me)mnskete

(me)mnskoite

3.

(me)mnsker

(me)mnskont

(me)mnskoient

7. Verbs

6. The Past Perfect is made with the perfect stem, adding secondary desinences. The
Subjunctive is formed with lengthened theme vowel and secondary endings.
Past Perfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(me)monskom

(me)monskom

(me)monskoim

2.

(me)monskes

(me)monskes

(me)monskois

3.

(me)monsket

(me)monsket

(me)monskoit

1.

(me)mnskomo

(me)mnskomo

(me)mnskoime

2.

(me)mnskete

(me)mnskete

(me)mnskoite

3.

(me)mnskont

(me)mnskont

(me)mnskoient

7. The Future is formed generally with root vowel e and an -s- ending, and adding
primary endings.
Future
Sg.

Pl.

1.

menskiso

menskisom

menskisoim

2.

menskisesi

menskises

menskisois

3.

menskiseti

menskiset

menskisoit

1.

menskisomos

menskisomo

menskisoime

2.

menskisethe

menskisete

menskisoite

3.

menskisonti

menskisont

menskisoient

NOTE. -i-s- is a typical lat. and i.-i. addition before the ending. We use it in the conjugation of this
particular verb, partly because it comes from Latin, but mainly because the pronunciation is thus
easier as without the initial -i.
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8. The Conditional is made with the Future stem and secondary endings.
Conditional
Sg.

Pl.

1.

menskisom

menskisom

menskisoim

2.

menskises

menskises

menskisois

3.

menskiset

menskiset

menskisoit

1.

menskisomo

menskisomo

menskisoime

2.

menskisete

menskisete

menskisoite

3.

menskisont

menskisont

menskisoient

The Middle Voice is made as follows:
9. The Present Middle is made with the Present stem and Middle primary endings.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Middle
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

menskai

menskoma

menskoima

2.

menskesoi

menskeso

menskoiso

3.

mensketoi

mensketo

menskoito

1.

menskomesdha

menskomedha

menskoimedha

2.

menskedhe

menskedhue

menskoidhue

3.

menskontoi

menskonto

menskoiento

7. Verbs

10. The Imperfect Middle is formed with the Imperfect stem and Middle secondary
endings. The Subjunctive is thematic when the Indicative is athematic.
Imperfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

mnskesma

mnskesoma

mnskesiema

2.

mnskesso

mnskeseso

mnskesieso

3.

mnskesto

mnskeseto

mnskesieto

1.

mnskesmedha

mnskesomedha

mnskesimedha

2.

mnskesdhue

mnskesedhue

mnskesidhue

3.

mnskesento

mnskesonto

mnskesinto

11. The Perfect Middle is made with root vowel Ø and Middle secondary endings.
Perfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(me)mnskoma

(me)mnskoma

(me)mnskoima

2.

(me)mnskeso

(me)mnskeso

(me)mnskoiso

3.

(me)mnsketo

(me)mnsketo

(me)mnskoito

1.

(me)mnskomedha

(me)mnskomedha

(me)mnskoimedha

2.

(me)mnskedhue

(me)mnskedhue

(me)mnskoidhue

3.

(me)mnskonto

(me)mnskonto

(me)mnskoiento

12. The Past Perfect Middle is formed with the Perfect stem, and Middle secondary
endings.
Past Perfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(me)monskoma

(me)monskoma

(me)monskoima

2.

(me)monskeso

(me)monskeso

(me)monskoiso

3.

(me)monsketo

(me)monsketo

(me)monskoito

1.

(me)mnskomedha

(me)mnskomedha

(me)mnskoimedha

2.

(me)mnskedhue

(me)mnskedhue

(me)mnskoidhue

3.

(me)mnskonto

(me)mnskonto

(me)mnskoiento
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13. The Future Middle is formed with the Future stem and Middle primary endings.
Future Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

menskisai

menskisoma

menskisoima

2.

menskisesoi

menskiseso

menskisoiso

3.

menskisetoi

menskiseto

menskisoito

1.

menskisomesdha

menskisomedha

menskisoimedha

2.

menskisedhe

menskisedhue

menskisoidhue

3.

menskisontoi

menskisonto

menskisoiento

14. The Conditional is made with the Future stem and Middle secondary desinences.
Conditional Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

menskisoma

menskisoma

menskisoima

2.

menskiseso

menskiseso

menskisoiso

3.

menskiseto

menskiseto

menskisoito

1.

menskisomedha

menskisomedha

menskisoimedha

2.

menskisedhue

menskisedhue

menskisoidhue

3.

menskisonto

menskisonto

menskisoiento

15. The Passive Voice is made like the Middle but with passive endings.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Passive
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

menskar

menskomar

menskoimar

2.

menskesor

menskesor

menskoisor

3.

mensketor

mensketor

menskoitor

1.

menskomor

menskomor

menskoimor

2.

menskedhuer

menskedhuer

menskoidhuer

3.

menskontor

menskontor

menskoientor

7. Verbs

Imperfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

mnskesmar

mnskesomar

mnskesiemar

2.

mnskessor

mnskesesor

mnskesiesor

3.

mnskestor

mnskesetor

mnskesietor

1.

mnskesmor

mnskesomor

mnskesimor

2.

mnskesdhuer

mnskesedhuer

mnskesidhuer

3.

mnskesentor

mnskesontor

mnskesintor

Perfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(me)mnskomar

(me)mnskomar

(me)mnskoimar

2.

(me)mnskesor

(me)mnskesor

(me)mnskoisor

3.

(me)mnsketor

(me)mnsketor

(me)mnskoitor

1.

(me)mnskomor

(me)mnskomor

(me)mnskoimor

2.

(me)mnskedhuer

(me)mnskedhuer

(me)mnskoidhuer

3.

(me)mnskontor

(me)mnskontor

(me)mnskoientor

Past Perfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(me)monskomar

(me)monskomar

(me)monskoimar

2.

(me)monskesor

(me)monskesor

(me)monskoisor

3.

(me)monsketor

(me)monsketor

(me)monskoitor

1.

(me)mnskomor

(me)mnskomor

(me)mnskoimor

2.

(me)mnskedhuer

(me)mnskedhuer

(me)mnskoidhuer

3.

(me)mnskontor

(me)mnskontor

(me)mnskoientor
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Future Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

menskisar

menskisomar

menskisoimar

2.

menskisesor

menskisesor

menskisoisor

3.

menskisetor

menskisetor

menskisoitor

1.

menskisomor

menskisomor

menskisoimor

2.

menskisedhuer

menskisedhuer

menskisoidhuer

3.

menskisontor

menskisontor

menskisoientor

Conditional Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

menskisomar

menskisomar

menskisoimar

2.

menskisesor

menskisesor

menskisoisor

3.

menskisetor

menskisetor

menskisoitor

1.

menskisomor

menskisomor

menskisoimor

2.

menskisedhuer

menskisedhuer

menskisoidhuer

3.

menskisontor

menskisontor

menskisoientor

16. The Imperative is formed as follows:
Imperative
SING.

PLUR.
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2.

menske

3.

mensketod

2.

menskete

3.

menskontod

7. Verbs

17. Other possible formations are shown in the next table:
Europaio

English

Infinitive

mensko

to inquire

Verbal Noun

mensko-

the inquiring

Present Participle

menskont

who inquires, who inquired, inquiring

Perfect Participle

menskues

inquired

Middle Participle

menskemno-

who inquires himself

Passive Participle

mensketo-

(been) inquired

Gerundive

menskelo-

who has to be inquired

Absolutive/Gerund

menskelo

of inquiring, to the inquiring,...
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7.3.5. Third Conjugation
1. Verbs of the Third Conjugation usually end in -i- and are almost always thematic.
2. The Present is thematic, while the Imperfect is athematic in -s-.
Verb: trudio [from treud, squeeze], compress (cf. eng. thrust)
Present Stem

Imperfect Stem

Perfect Stem

Future Stem

trudie/o-

trudies-

(tre)trodie/o-

tredise/o-

3. The Present is formed with the Present stem and primary endings. The Subjunctive,
thematic, with lengthened vowel.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present
Sg.

Pl.

1.

trudio

trudiom

trudioim

2.

trudiesi

trudies

trudiois

3.

trudieti

trudiet

trudioit

1.

trudiomos

trudiomo

trudioime

2.

trudiethe

trudiete

trudioite

3.

trudionti

trudiont

trudioient

4. The Imperfect is formed with the Imperfect stem, i.e., athematic in -(e)-s and
secondary desinences. When the Indicative is athematic, the Subjunctive is thematic.
Imperfect
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

trudiesm

trudiesom

trudiesiem

2.

trudiess

trudieses

trudiesies

3.

trudiest

trudieset

trudiesiet

1.

trudiesme

trudiesomo

trudiesime

2.

trudieste

trudiesete

trudiesite

3.

trudiesent

trudiesont

trudiesint

7. Verbs

5. The Perfect is made with root vowel o/Ø, and Perfect endings. The Subjunctive is
formed with secondary endings and lengthened theme vowel.
Perfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(tre)trodia

(tre)trodiom

(tre)trodioim

2.

(tre)trodietha

(tre)trodies

(tre)trodiois

3.

(tre)trodie

(tre)trodiet

(tre)trodioit

1.

(tre)trudiome

(tre)trudiomo

(tre)trudioime

2.

(tre)trudiete

(tre)trudiete

(tre)trudioite

3.

(tre)trudier

(tre)trudiont

(tre)trudioient

6. The Past Perfect is formed with the Perfect stem, adding secondary desinences. The
Subjunctive, with lengthened theme vowel and secondary endings.
Past Perfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(tre)trodiom

(tre)trodiom

(tre)trodioim

2.

(tre)trodies

(tre)trodies

(tre)trodiois

3.

(tre)trodiet

(tre)trodiet

(tre)trodioit

1.

(tre)trudiomo

(tre)trudiomo

(tre)trudioime

2.

(tre)trudiete

(tre)trudiete

(tre)trudioite

3.

(tre)trudiont

(tre)trudiont

(tre)trudioient

7. The Future is formed generally with root vowel e and an -s- ending, and primary
desinences.
Future
Sg.

Pl.

1.

trediso

tredisom

tredisoim

2.

tredisesi

tredises

tredisois

3.

trediseti

trediset

tredisoit

1.

tredisomos

tredisomo

tredisoime

2.

tredisethe

tredisete

tredisoite

3.

tredisonti

tredisont

tredisoient
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8. The Conditional is made with the Future stem and secondary endings.
Conditional
Sg.

Pl.

1.

tredisom

tredisom

tredisoim

2.

tredises

tredises

tredisois

3.

trediset

trediset

tredisoit

1.

tredisomo

tredisomo

tredisoime

2.

tredisete

tredisete

tredisoite

3.

tredisont

tredisont

tredisoient

The Middle Voice is made as follows:
9. The Present Middle is formed with the Present stem and Middle primary endings.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Middle
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

trudiai

trudioma

trudioima

2.

trudiesoi

trudieso

trudioiso

3.

trudietoi

trudieto

trudioito

1.

trudiomesdha

trudiomedha

trudioimedha

2.

trudiedhe

trudiodhue

trudioidhue

3.

trudiontoi

trudionto

trudioiento

7. Verbs

10. The Imperfect Middle is formed with the Imperfect stem and Middle secondary
endings, with accent on the theme vowel. The Subjunctive is thematic when the
Indicative is athematic.
Imperfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

trudiesma

trudiesoma

trudiesiema

2.

trudiesso

trudieseso

trudiesieso

3.

trudiesto

trudieseto

trudiesieto

1.

trudiesmedha

trudiesomedha

trudiesimedha

2.

trudiesdhue

trudiesedhue

trudiesidhue

3.

trudiesnto

trudiesonto

trudiesinto

11. The Perfect Middle is made with root vowel Ø and the Middle secondary endings.
Perfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(tre)trudioma

(tre)trudioma

(tre)trudioima

2.

(tre)trudieso

(tre)trudieso

(tre)trudioiso

3.

(tre)trudieto

(tre)trudieto

(tre)trudioito

1.

(tre)trudiomedha

(tre)trudiomedha

(tre)trudioimedha

2.

(tre)trudiedhue

(tre)trudiedhue

(tre)trudioidhue

3.

(tre)trudionto

(tre)trudionto

(tre)trudioiento
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12. The Past Perfect Middle is formed with the Perfect stem and Middle secondary
endings.
Past Perfect Middle *
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(tre)trodioma

(tre)trodioma

(tre)trodioima

2.

(tre)trodieso

(tre)trodieso

(tre)trodioiso

3.

(tre)trodieto

(tre)trodieto

(tre)trodioito

1.

(tre)trudiomedha

(tre)trudiomedha

(tre)trudioimedha

2.

(tre)trudiedhue

(tre)trudiedhue

(tre)trudioidhue

3.

(tre)trudionto

(tre)trudionto

(tre)trudioiento

13. The Future Middle is formed with the Future stem and Middle primary endings.
Future Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

tredisai

tredisoma

tredisoima

2.

tredisesoi

trediseso

tredisoiso

3.

tredisetoi

trediseto

tredisoito

1.

tredisomesdha

tredisomedha

tredisoimedha

2.

tredisedhe

tredisedhue

tredisoidhue

3.

tredisontoi

tredisonto

tredisoiento

14. The Conditional Middle is made with the Future stem and Middle secondary endings.
Conditional Middle
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

tredisoma

tredisoma

tredisoima

2.

trediseso

trediseso

tredisoiso

3.

trediseto

trediseto

tredisoito

1.

tredisomedha

tredisomedha

tredisoimedha

2.

tredisedhue

tredisedhue

tredisoidhue

3.

tredisonto

tredisonto

tredisoiento

7. Verbs

15. The Passive Voice is formed like the Middle but with Passive endings.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

trudiar

trudiomar

trudioimar

2.

trudiesor

trudiesor

trudioisor

3.

trudietor

trudietor

trudioitor

1.

trudiomor

trudiomor

trudioimor

2.

trudiedhuer

trudiodhuer

trudioidhuer

3.

trudiontor

trudiontor

trudioientor

Imperfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

trudiesmar

trudiesomar

trudiesiemar

2.

trudiessor

trudiesesor

trudiesiesor

3.

trudiestor

trudiesetor

trudiesietor

1.

trudiesmor

trudiesomor

trudiesimor

2.

trudiesdhuer

trudiesedhuer

trudiesidhuer

3.

trudiesntor

trudiesontor

trudiesintor

Perfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(tre)trudiomar

(tre)trudiomar

(tre)trudioimar

2.

(tre)trudiesor

(tre)trudiesor

(tre)trudioisor

3.

(tre)trudietor

(tre)trudietor

(tre)trudioitor

1.

(tre)trudiomor

(tre)trudiomor

(tre)trudioimor

2.

(tre)trudiedhuer

(tre)trudiedhuer

(tre)trudioidhuer

3.

(tre)trudiontor

(tre)trudiontor

(tre)trudioientor
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Past Perfect Passive*
Sg.

Pl.

1.

(tre)trodiomar

(tre)trodiomar

(tre)trodioimar

2.

(tre)trodiesor

(tre)trodiesor

(tre)trodioisor

3.

(tre)trodietor

(tre)trodieto

(tre)trodioitor

1.

(tre)trudiomor

(tre)trudiomor

(tre)trudioimor

2.

(tre)trudiedhuer

(tre)trudiedhuer

(tre)trudioidhuer

3.

(tre)trudiontor

(tre)trudiontor

(tre)trudioientor

Future Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

tredisar

tredisomar

tredisoimar

2.

tredisesor

tredisesor

tredisoisor

3.

tredisetor

tredisetor

tredisoitor

1.

tredisomor

tredisomor

tredisoimor

2.

tredisedhuer

tredisedhuer

tredisoidhuer

3.

tredisontor

tredisontor

tredisoientor

Conditional Passive
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

tredisomar

tredisomar

tredisoimar

2.

tredisesor

tredisesor

tredisoisor

3.

tredisetor

tredisetor

tredisoitor

1.

tredisomor

tredisomor

tredisoimor

2.

tredisedhuer

tredisedhuer

tredisoidhuer

3.

tredisontor

tredisontor

tredisoientor

7. Verbs

16. The Imperative is made as follows:
Present
SING.

PLUR.

2.

trudie

3.

trudietod

2.

trudiete

3.

trudiontod

17. The rest of the possible formations are shown in the next table:
Europaio

English

Infinitive

trudio

to compress

Verbal Noun

trudio-

the compressing

Present Participle

trudiont

who compresses, who compressed, ...

Perfect Participle

trudiuos

compressed

Middle Participle

trudiemno-

who compresses himself

Passive Participle

trudieto-

(been) compressed

Gerundive

trudielo-

who has to be compressed

Absolutive/Gerund

trudielo

of compressing, to the compressing,...
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7.3.6. Fourth Conjugation
1. Verbs of the Fourth Conjugation end in -e, -a, and are always athematic.
2. The Present is athematic, while the Imperfect is thematic in -s-.
Verb: klusina [from kleu, hear], listen
Present Stem

Imperfect Stem

Perfect Stem

Future Stem

klusina-

klusinate/o-

(ke)klosina-

klesinas-

3. The Present is formed with the Present stem and primary endings. The Subjunctive,
with lengthened vowel, also thematic.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

klusinami

klusinaem

klusinaiem

2.

klusinasi

klusinaes

klusinaies

3.

klusinati

klusinaet

klusinaiet

1.

klusinames

klusinaomo

klusinaime

2.

klusinathe

klusinaete

klusinaite

3.

klusinanti

klusinaont

klusinaint

7. Verbs

4. The Imperfect is formed with the Imperfect stem (i.e., thematic in -t) and secondary
endings, with accent on the theme vowel. When the Indicative is thematic, the
Subjunctive has a lengthened theme vowel.
Imperfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klusinatom

klusinatom

klusinatoim

2.

klusinates

klusinates

klusinatois

3.

klusinatet

klusinatet

klusinatoit

1.

klusinatomo

klusinatomo

klusinatoime

2.

klusinatete

klusinatete

klusinatoite

3.

klusinatont

klusinatont

klusinatoient

5. The Perfect is made with root vowel in o/Ø, and Perfect endings. The Subjunctive,
thematic, with secondary endings.
Perfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klosina*

klosinaom

klosinaiem

2.

klosinatha

klosinaes

klosinaies

3.

klosinae

klosinaet

klosinaiet

1.

klsiname

klsinaomo

klsinaime

2.

klsinate

klsinaete

klsinaite

3.

klsinaer

klsinaont

klsinaint

Note. The form klosina is a contracted form of *klosinaa. Otherwise, it could be confused with an
added schwa sound (also written a), which wouldn't be contracted.

6. The Past Perfect is obtained with the Perfect stem, adding secondary desinences.
The Subjunctive, thematic and secondary endings.
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Past Perfect
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klosinam

klosinaom

klosinaiem

2.

klosinas

klosinaes

klosinaies

3.

klosinat

klosinaet

klosinaiet

1.

klsiname

klsinaomo

klsinaime

2.

klsinate

klsinaete

klsinaite

3.

klsinant

klsinaont

klsinaint

7. The Future is formed usually with root vowel e and an -s- addition, and primary
endings. It is athematic, as the Present.
Future
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klesinasmi

klesinasom

klesinasiem

2.

klesinassi

klesinases

klesinasies

3.

klesinasti

klesinaset

klesinasiet

1.

klesinasmes

klesinasomo

klesinasime

2.

klesinasthe

klesinasete

klesinasite

3.

klesinasenti

klesinasont

klesinasint

8. The Conditional is formed with the Future stem and secondary endings.
Conditional
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

klesinasm

klesinasom

klesinasiem

2.

klesinass

klesinases

klesinasies

3.

klesinast

klesinaset

klesinasiet

1.

klesinasme

klesinasomo

klesinasime

2.

klesinaste

klesinasete

klesinasite

3.

klesinasent

klesinasont

klesinasint

7. Verbs

The Middle Voice Paradigm is as follows:
9. The Present Middle is formed with the Present stem and Middle primary endings.
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klusinamai

klusinaoma

klusinaiema

2.

klusinasoi

klusinaeso

klusinaieso

3.

klusinatoi

klusinaeto

klusinaieto

1.

klusinamesdha

klusinaomedha

klusinaimedha

2.

klusinadhe

klusinaodhue

klusinaidhue

3.

klusinantoi

klusinaonto

klusinainto

10. The Imperfect Middle is made with the Imperfect stem and Middle secondary
endings, with accent on the theme vowel. The Subjunctive has lengthened vowel and is
also thematic.
Imperfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klusinatoma

klusinatoma

klusinatoima

2.

klusinateso

klusinateso

klusinatoiso

3.

klusinateto

klusinateto

klusinatoito

1.

klusinatomedha

klusinatomedha

klusinatoimedha

2.

klusinatedhue

klusinatedhue

klusinatoidhue

3.

klusinatonto

klusinatonto

klusinatoiento
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11. The Perfect Middle is formed with root vowel Ø and Middle secondary endings.
Perfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klsinama

klsinaoma

klsinaiema

2.

klsinaso

klsinaeso

klsinaieso

3.

klsinato

klsinaeto

klsinaieto

1.

klsinamedha

klsinaomedha

klsinaimedha

2.

klsinadhue

klsinaedhue

klsinaidhue

3.

klsinanto

klsinaonto

klsinainto

12. The Past Perfect Middle is obtained with the Perfect stem and Middle secondary
endings.
Past Perfect Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klosinama

klosinaoma

klosinaiema

2.

klosinaso

klosinaeso

klosinaieso

3.

klosinato

klosinaeto

klosinaieto

1.

klsinamedha

klsinaomedha

klsinaimedha

2.

klsinadhue

klsinaedhue

klsinaidhue

3.

klsinanto

klsinaonto

klsinainto

13. The Future Middle is formed with the Future stem and primary endings.
Future Middle
Sg.

Pl.
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1.

klesinasmai

klesinasoma

klesinasiema

2.

klesinassoi

klesinaseso

klesinasieso

3.

klesinastoi

klesinaseto

klesinasieto

1.

klesinasmesdha

klesinasomedha

klesinasimedha

2.

klesinasdhe

klesinasedhue

klesinasidhue

3.

klesinasentoi

klesinasonto

klesinasinto

7. Verbs

14. The Conditional Middle is made with the Future stem and secondary endings.
Conditional Middle
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klesinasma

klesinasoma

klesinasiema

2.

klesinasso

klesinaseso

klesinasieso

3.

klesinasto

klesinaseto

klesinasieto

1.

klesinasmedha

klesinasomedha

klesinasimedha

2.

klesinasdhue

klesinasedhue

klesinasidhue

3.

klesinasento

klesinasonto

klesinasinto

15. The Passive Voice is obtained from the Middle forms with Passive endings:
Indicative

Subjunctive

Optative

Present Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klusinamar

klusinaomar

klusinaiemar

2.

klusinasor

klusinaesor

klusinaiesor

3.

klusinator

klusinaetor

klusinaieto

1.

klusinamor

klusinaomor

klusinaimor

2.

klusinadhuer

klusinaodhuer

klusinaidhuer

3.

klusinantor

klusinaontor

klusinaintor

Imperfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klusinatomar

klusinatomar

klusinatoimar

2.

klusinatesor

klusinatesor

klusinatoisor

3.

klusinatetor

klusinatetor

klusinatoitor

1.

klusinatomor

klusinatomor

klusinatoimor

2.

klusinatedhuer

klusinatedhuer

klusinatoidhuer

3.

klusinatontor

klusinatontor

klusinatoientor
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Perfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klsinamar

klsinaomar

klsinaiemar

2.

klsinasor

klsinaesor

klsinaiesor

3.

klsinator

klsinaetor

klsinaietor

1.

klsinamor

klsinaomor

klsinaimor

2.

klsinadhuer

klsinaedhuer

klsinaidhuer

3.

klsinantor

klsinaontor

klsinaintor

Past Perfect Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klosinamar

klosinaomar

klosinaiemar

2.

klosinasor

klosinaesor

klosinaiesor

3.

klosinator

klosinaetor

klosinaietor

1.

klsinamor

klsinaomor

klsinaimor

2.

klsinadhuer

klsinaedhuer

klsinaidhuer

3.

klsinantor

klsinaontor

klsinaintor

Future Passive
Sg.

Pl.

1.

klesinasmar

klesinasomar

klesinasiemar

2.

klesinassor

klesinasesor

klesinasiesor

3.

klesinastor

klesinasetor

klesinasietor

1.

klesinasmor

klesinasomor

klesinasimor

2.

klesinasdhuer

klesinasedhuer

klesinasidhuer

3.

klesinasentor

klesinasontor

klesinasintor

Conditional Passive
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Sg.

Pl.

1.

klesinasmar

klesinasomar

klesinasiemar

2.

klesinassor

klesinasesor

klesinasiesor

3.

klesinastor

klesinasetor

klesinasietor

1.

klesinasmor

klesinasomor

klesinasimor

2.

klesinasdhuer

klesinasedhuer

klesinasidhuer

3.

klesinasentor

klesinasontor

klesinasintor

16. The Imperative is formed as follows:
Imperative
SING.

PLUR.

2.

klusina

3.

klusinatod

2.

klusinate

3.

klusinatod

16. Other possible forms are:
Europaio

English

Infinitive

klusina

to shine

Verbal Noun

klusina-

the shining

Present Participle

klusinant

who shines, who shined, shining

Perfect Participle

klusinaues

shined

Middle Participle

klusinamno-

who shines himself

Passive Participle

klusinato-

(been) shined

Gerundive

klusinalo-

who has to be shined

Absolutive/Gerund

klusinalo

of shining, to the shining,...
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